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Captain’s Letter

Last year closed with the sudden death of John 
Beharrell. There can have been few active members of 
the Society in the United Kingdom who had not had 
the privilege of being in his company, on the links or in 

the clubhouse. Those of us who were able to attend the packed 
Holy Trinity Church in Sutton Coldfield to join the service to 
celebrate and to remember his life, heard distinguished long-
time golfing friends and members of his family recall with deep 
affection so many memories of him. He will be sorely missed.

In the Spring of 1987 an invitation was posted to collectors invit-
ing them to join the newly founded BGCS. Three out of the five 
founding members are alive, well, and still active in the affairs 
of the Society. They are our President and Past Captain Philip 
Truett, and Past Captains Peter Crabtree and Tim Smartt. Their 
infant has already passed a vigorous majority. The Committee 

has recently been discussing ways to mark the Society’s 25th 
birthday. Plans are being laid to launch our anniversary celebra-
tions by extending  the 2012 President’s  Meeting to two days. As 
usual we shall hope to play over the Royal Liverpool Golf Club’s 
Hoylake links for the Behrend Shields and Heath-Mitchell 
salver, followed by the AGM and dinner in the clubhouse with 
the announcement of the winner of the President’s Medal 
and customary charity auction. But we plan to visit another 
historic links on the Wirrall, and to provide the opportunity 
for members to enjoy a table sales event, run concurrently with 
an auction locally, subject to finding a suitable venue. Time for 
talks on collecting or golf history will also be included. There 
will be a commemorative anniversary  edition of TTG including 
past prizewinning Murdoch Medal-winning articles.

With this issue you will see the comprehensive list of golf 
meetings for 2011 contained within the Member’s Directory. 
I would particularly urge you to book promptly for the Open 
Championship Meeting for which we are returning to Littlestone, 
a final qualifying course for the Open at Sandwich, and the scene 
of a fine victory in 2003 in the Society’s Ray Gossage Trophy by 
Philip Truett. The course was laid out by Dr Laidlaw Purves in 
1888 after his work at Sandwich, with alterations recommended 
by Dr Alister  MacKenzie  and introduced in 1924. Prior to visit-
ing this traditional links members will have had the chance to 
play two other post World War 1 designs by MacKenzie. Firstly 
(for my Captain’s Day on June 30th) a fine heathland design 
with fast-running gorse and heather-lined fairways at Sutton 
Coldfield which co-hosted the 2010 Amateur Championship; 
and secondly what has become an annual match versus the 
MacKenzie Society at my home club, Cavendish at Buxton in 
the Peak District. A Seaside Links, and inland  Heathland and 
Parkland/Moorland courses. Do take this opportunity to test 
your game on three contrasting creations by the Doctor.

Richard atherton
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Society news
Silver Jubilee Celebrations

December Issue of TTG

Literati of the Links Celebrations in Oz

The 25th anniversary of the 
foundation of the Society in 1987. 

The Committee is keen to mark the 
occasion with special activities over the 
course of the year. These will include:
1. AGM and President’s Day extended 
to two days, including more golf at 
another championship course on the 
Wirral, and a members’ trading event.
2.  Other meetings in the course of the 
year at other championship courses in 
the England and Scotland. This will 
include an event at St Andrews. 
3.   A souvenir anthology of articles from 
Through the Green, available both in 
soft cover, and as a limited subscriber’s 
edition. As well as celebrating the 
best of writing from TTG, the jubilee 
publication will include reminiscences 
from the early years of the Society.

Distribution of Through the 
Green was severely affected by 

bad weather in December. Copies 
were distributed from our printer 
on December the 14th; a number of 
members did not receive their copies 
until four or even five weeks later – 
particularly Scottish members. The 
Editor’s own copy (posted two miles 
from his home in York) did not arrive 
until Christmas Eve, paradoxically 
later than some transatlantic deliveries. 
The Editor received no complaints, but 

sends apologies to any members who 
may have worried about lateness, and 
his thanks for the patience of  everyone 
affected.

Perhaps worst affected by the confu-
sion was our Treasurer, John Still, who 
had to cope with all the revised bank 
standing orders – many of whose blank 
mandates were delivered after the date 
on which they were supposed to take 
effect. John and Ida Still have coped 
valiantly with the situation, and we 
salute their efforts.

The Literati of the Links had a 
winter dinner meeting on the 

Friday the 17th of February in the pri-
vate dining room of the Russell Hotel, 
known as the Locker Room. Dinner 
proceeded without the attendance of 
Robin Morris and Ron Archer, whose 
car came off worse in an argument with 
a 44-ton lorry on the M9. The car was a 
write-off, but members will be relieved 
to hear that the two BGCS worthies 
escaped shaken but not scathed. 

Joined earlier by Archie Baird 
and Lionel Freeman at dinner, there 
were no formal presentations, but 
attendees spoke with enthusiasm and 
fluency about their current interests 
– preprandially by Donald Cameron 
on early-European golf and David 
Malcolm on early Scottish gambling 
golfers. Between courses Richard 
Williams and Gordon Jarvie spoke on 

the Royal Blackheath archive and golf 
in Scottish literature; Graeme Lennie 
told of famous visitors to Crail and 
Colin Strachan had new material on 
Ashdown Forest. Over coffee, Seonaid 
McAinsh and Frances Humphries told 
us of a database of golfing St Andreans, 
and ladies golf. David Purdie’s recent 
book is living up to its rave reviews 
in TTG, is in its third printing, and 
he entertained throughout. David 
Hamilton presided over a happy and 
satisfying evening.

On Friday, the 3rd of December 
2010, a dinner was held at the 

Hughenden Hotel in Sydney with Keith 
Bilbie as guest of honour from the UK.  
BGCS members attending were Don 
Dunne, Eddie Emerson, Erwin Huber, 
John Lovell, Norm Richardson and 
Michael Sheret.  Others attending were 
Geoff Schaeffer and Michael Dysart 
of The Australian Golf Club and Steve 
Bonner of The Lakes Golf Club. It was a 
great night.

The Open Championship of 
Australia commenced on the 2nd of 
December 2010 at The Lakes Golf Club, 
whose course has undergone a total 
revamp by Mike Clayton of Ogilvy-
Clayton course design. On the 5th of 
December 2010,  Geoff Ogilvy (see next 
news item on Kingarrock) was hailed 
as the 2011 Australian Open Champion.    
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Editorship of TTG

Hickory Play

The Glories of Kingarrock

Folders for Through the Green

John Pearson, had responses from a 
number of members offering to help 

in the editorial processes, with a view 
to taking on more responsibilities after 
his retirement at the end of 2012. He’s 
grateful for the offer of support and will 
be in touch with everyone for possible 
involvement in preparation of the June 
issue.

Enjoying a ginger beer after their round at Kingarrock ar (L to r): Mike Clayton, Geoff 
Ogilvy, John Huggan, Geoff Shackleford, Lawrence Donegan and Jay Townsend.

Members may recall the review 
in the June 2010 issue of TTG 

of Geoff Shackleford’s 2005 polemic 
The Future of Golf, in which the author 
chides the game’s ruling bodies for 
their reluctance to limit the effect of 
technology on ever-increasing driving 
distances. 

Geoff was reminded of the fun to 
be had from playing with traditional 
equipment in covering the Open at 
St Andrews last July. He heard about 
the facilities for hickory play at nearby 
Kingarrock from John Huggan, Golf 
Correspondent of Scotland on Sunday. 
So off they went with some mates: 
former US Open Champion Geoff 
Ogilvy, from the tour, Mike Clayton, 
the course designer, and scribes and 
commentators, Jay Townsend and 
Lawrence Donegan. They were met 
and greeted by BGCS members David 
Anderson and Michele Thissen, organis-
ers at Kingarrock, who briefed them 
on the historical connections between 

the house and St Andrews, advised 
on choice of clubs (all hickory) and 
balls (gutty or mesh rubber-core) and 
refreshed them with ginger beer after 
their nine holes. 

Geoff Shackleford has blogged enthu-
siastically about his experience on: 

www.geoffshackleford.com/
homepage/2010/12/23/golf-as-it-should-
be-files-kingarrock.html

In addition, he has placed some clips 
of the play on:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IeUuCRHey_s

Peter Heath has obtained new sup-
plies of the folders for Through the 

Green. Members will recall that each 
folder will retain up to eight copies of 
TTG with thin plastic-covered wires up 
the centrefold of the magazine, without 
damaging it. Cost is £4 each plus p&p, 
from Peter Heath, at peterforwills@
blueyonder.co.uk  or telephone 0121 455 
9599.

The Committee has reviewed at 
length, the conditions for play with 

hickory clubs. 
Club specifications. For play in hick-

ory-only competitions, the Committee 
reaffirmed the position outlined in the 
June 2009 issue of Through the Green. 
The overriding principle is that play 
should be with original wooden-shafted 
clubs from the hickory era; repairs and 
replacements of components to these 
would be permissible, using traditional 
methods dating from the same era. 
The Committee has agreed that replica 
hickory clubs may be used in competi-
tions and matches where both hickory 
and modern clubs are permissible.

Handicaps for hickory play. 
Following the position outlined in 
December 2010, the Committee 
reviewed scores from hickory competi-
tion over the last few years, but con-
cluded that the use of hickory handicaps 

from both current sources should 
continue, ie derived either directly from 
hickory play, or from standard club 
handicaps, with the previous agreed set 
of upward adjustments:

 Scratch  add 1 shot
1 – 4  add 2 shots
5 – 8  add 3 shots
9 – 15  add 4 shots
16+  add 5 shots
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Forthcoming events
The Welsh Weekend has already been 
trailed in December TTG: our season 
starts with the traditional hickory 
match against Machynlleth GC on 
Friday the 8th of April, followed by the 
hickory match against Aberdovey GC 
the following day. Both matches will be 
followed by dinner in the clubhouse. 
The weekend closes with the Welsh 
Hickory Championship round the 
historic links of Aberdovey GC on the 
Sunday morning. Places are limited, but 
Liz MacDonald may still have a vacancy 
if you check on 01832 275429.

Our AGM and President’s Day will 
take place on Wednesday the 27th of 
April at Royal Liverpool GC – two days 
earlier than originally planned because 
of a clash with the Royal Wedding. The 
dinner and presentation of prizes will be 
followed by the traditional light-hearted 
auction by David Kirkwood, at which 
distinct bargains have been picked up 
in the past. Peter Heath still has places 
available; contact him on 0121 455 9599 
if you would like to come. Mullock’s 
Spring Auction will be held the follow-
ing day at nearby Leasowe.

The North Scottish Spring Meeting will 
be at Arbroath GC, Angus, over a 6200-
yard linksland course that was originally 
laid out by Old Tom and improved in 
the 1930s by James Braid. Bacon baps 
before and high tea afterwards in the 
clubhouse. North Scottish meetings 
are characterised by their friendliness, 
informality and the good value negoti-
ated by their organiser, Hamish Ewan, 
to whom the enclosed entry form 
should be returned. Steel and hickory 
equally welcome.

The Central England Hickory and 
BGCS Seniors’ Championships will 
be held at their traditional home, 
Coxmoor, on Monday, the 23rd of May. 
For players unfamiliar with the venue, 
this is an excellent, undulating, wooded 
moorland course that has hosted PGA 

tournaments in the past. There will 
also be the usual event for players with 
modern clubs. Enclosed entry forms 
should be returned to the organiser, 
Keith Bilbie. 

Format and cost of the Scottish 
Hickory Open event are the same as 
last year, with foursomes over the Old 
Musselburgh Links in the morning, 
followed by handicap strokeplay for the 
Scottish Hickory Championship over 
Gullane #3 in the afternoon. Date of the 
event is Friday, the 27th of May, and we 
will dine in the clubhouse. Details are on 
the enclosed entry form, which should 
be returned to the organiser, Ron Beatt. 

Cliff Weight is again organising a 
hickory competition for members of 
Royal Wimbledon, to which BGCS 
members are invited. This will take place 
on Sunday, the 29th of May. Contact Cliff 
on 020 8944 2030 if you would like to 
take up the invitation.

The East Anglian Hickories Tour to 
Royal West Norfolk and Hunstanton 
Golf Clubs will take place on 
Wednesday and Thursday the 8th and 
9th of June. Foursomes matches will be 
played against each club, followed by 
a meal in the clubhouse. Contact the 
organiser Nigel Notley  on 01462 742556 
if you would like to play in either match.

The Midlands Spring Meeting will 
take place at Wollaton Park GC, 
Nottingham on Tuesday, the 14th of June. 
This is a 6400-yard parkland course laid 
out by Tom Williamson, on a former 
estate close to the City centre. Keith 
Bilbie is organising; members should 
return the enclosed form to him. Steels 
and hickories.

The hickory match against members of 
Walton Heath GC, Surrey, will again 
take place this year on Saturday the 
25th of June, followed by a meal in the 
clubhouse. John Hawkins is organising; 

contact him on 01293 550381 if you 
would like to play.

Captain’s Day will be held over the clas-
sic heathland course by Dr MacKenzie 
at Sutton Coldfield GC, on Thursday 
the 30th of June. This has recently hosted 
(in conjunction with Little Aston) the 
English Amateur Championship, so its 
6550-yard course will be a testing venue 
for either modern and traditional clubs, 
which are both welcome. The enclosed 
application form should be returned to 
Richard Atherton.

The match against the MacKenzie 
Society at Cavendish GC will follow on 
Friday, the 1st of July, using both modern 
and hickory-shafted clubs. Course is 
upland parkland, with some classic 
MacKenzie holes and tricky greens 
throughout. Dinner in the clubhouse 
afterwards. Please let Richard Atherton 
know if you would like to play.

The Open Meeting will be held this 
year at Littlestone GC, on the Kent 
Coast, close to the Championship at 
Sandwich. This is classic undulating 
linksland, originally spotted and laid out 
by Laidlaw Purves, and subsequently 
improved by both Braid and MacKenzie. 
It is a course of high quality that will 
again host final qualifying for this year’s 
Open. The clubhouse is traditional and 
atmospheric, and, as the home of Mabel 
Stringer, has strong historic links with 
Women’s Golf. We were made most wel-
come here in 2003 before Ben Curtis’s 
win at Sandwich, and look forward to 
good international attendance. Entry 
forms should be returned to John 
Hawkins, the organiser. 

The Hickory match against the Senior 
Golfers’ Society will again take place 
at Edgbaston GC, Birmingham, on 
Tuesday, the 2nd of August. Peter Heath 
is organising. The enclosed application 
form should be returned to him.

Society News
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John Beharrell
1938 - 2010

BGCS members will be saddened to hear of the death on the 
14th of December, 2010 of John Beharrell, a founder-member 
of the Society, President over the period 2000 – 2008, and 
Honorary Member at the time of his death. To the wider golfing 
world he was celebrated for his youth in winning the Amateur 
Championship at Troon in 1956; he also made a major contribu-
tion to the worldwide administration of golf. 

John’s grandfather gave him a set of four cut-down clubs when 
he was only ten; he joined his parents as a member of Little 
Aston Golf Club soon afterwards. He remembered family 
golfing holidays, particularly a long trip to 
Machrihanish at the age of fifteen, when 
he was able to break 80 for the first time. 
A little later, he took full golfing advantage 
of a doctor’s prescription of fresh air to 
help rehabilitation after a viral illness, and 
acquired a taste for concentrated practice 
sessions, guided by Jack Cawsey, profes-
sional at Pype Hayes GC. He also had help 
from Ryder Cup player Charlie Ward, the 
professional at Little Aston, who advised on 
his short game. 

John had early success, winning a mixed 
foursomes tournament at Blackwell with 
Veronica Anstey, a British girls international 
whom he was later to marry. He played in 
the Boy’s Championship at Barassie in 1955, 
reaching the semi-finals and conceiving an ambition to play in 
the following year’s Amateur Championship at nearby Troon. 

In the spring of 1956, John played in the English Amateur 
at Royal Lytham, gaining much confidence from a win over 
the defending Champion, Alan Thirlwell. The minor matter of 
examinations at Bromsgrove School did not prevent him from 
good preparation that left him relaxed and confident about 
his prospects at Troon a few weeks later. He had fine wins in 
early rounds against Charles Lawrie, Ian Caldwell, and Frank 
Deighton, all senior internationals and Walker Cup players. In 
the quarter-finals he had his tightest match, a 2/1 win against 
Gene Andrews, the American Public Links Champion, quali-
fying for a semi-final against Reid Jack, the pre-tournament 
favourite. Going 1 down for the first time in the championship, 
John levelled at The Postage Stamp, after holing out from the 
front bunker when he looked destined to go 2 down. His even-
tual win took him into the final against Scottish international, 
Leslie Taylor of the Old Ranfurly club. 

John’s rhythm, powerful striking and fine touch on the 
greens held up against the pressure of the occasion, and he with-
stood a wobble after the 27th hole, to come home a convincing 

winner by 5/4. Leonard Crawley, in the following Monday’s 
Daily Telegraph, described the heroics of the last few holes:

At this point the boy says to the referee, ‘Please sir, can you 
Tell me the score?’ All is intense, individual, sentient and cast 
in conditions which seemed to forbid his recovery. He is now 
only two up. But in this tale of torment there arises one mind, 
one soul, one will-power, a prodigy, and in the heart of it a 
man. Beharrell holed a putt of four yards to win the twelfth. 
The tide turned and after hitting perhaps the best shot of the 
week through the cross-wind to the short fourteenth hole, all 
was over. 

The quality of his play can be judged from a newsreel clip 
available on www.britishpathe.com/record.
php?/9=38801. To his own generation, and 
to the one immediately behind, this was an 
inspirational win, whether viewed from the 
perspectives of cinema newsreel, TV cover-
age, the popular press, or from the pages of 
sub-teen sports annuals.

Contemporary commentators wrote 
admiringly of his consistent, controlled 
play, his modest demeanour and powerful 
physique. He was still a schoolboy and 
unable to join in fully, the champagne 
reception at Sutton Coldfield Town Hall on 
his return home the next day. He was that 
year’s winner of the Golf Writer’s Award 
for outstanding achievement and was also 
invited to become a member of the R&A. 

For the next 52 years, until Matteo Manassero’s win of 2008, 
John was the youngest-ever winner of the Amateur.

The 1956 Amateur was to prove the peak of John’s sport-
ing achievements, although he was to reach late stages in 
the Championship on another two occasions, and won the 
Worplesdon Foursomes (with Bridget Jackson) in 1960. But 
thereafter, his marriage to Veronica in 1960 and subsequent 
arrival of Jo, Tom and Peter, took precedence, together with a 
developing career with Schofield Goodman and Sons, a firm that 
specialised in international trade finance. John was to become 
Managing Director up to his retirement in 1989. He also had a 
close association with the Birmingham Assay Office where he 
was former Deputy Chairman and  a Guardian. 

In the late 1970s, John followed up a personal interest in hor-
ticulture by buying Pacific Nurseries, a Midlands-based grower 
and supplier of shrubs and heathland plants to retail garden 
centres. John had an enthusiastic hands-on approach, before 
being joined in the business by his two sons, who gradually 
took over management responsibility. He retained his interest 
as the benign ‘gaffer’, liked and respected by the staff of 60 for 
his consideration and communications skills. 
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His interest outside home and office remained golf, first 
through a long spell on the Committee at Little Aston, where 
he had a short spell as Honorary Secretary, was Captain in 
1987/88 and President for the Club’s centenary year of 2008. 
He took a particular interest in 
the practice putting green, which 
he surrounded with beds of his 
favourite Ericaceae. 

Together with Veronica 
Anstey, Bridget Jackson, Michael 
Lunt and Ray Baldwin, he 
founded the Midlands Junior 
Golf Society in 1957, with the aim 
of providing junior competition 
over good courses at affordable 
fees. He was also President of 
the Artisan Golfers’ Association, 
and an honorary member of the 
James Braid Golfing Society. He 
joined the Senior Golfers’ Society 
in 1994, was Captain in 2006 and 
President between 2007 and 
2010..

Within the R&A, John served 
on the Championship Committee, 
Balls and Implements, Heritage, 
and Golf Development. The 
highlight of his R&A member-
ship was his service as Captain 
for 1998/1999. 

John had a long interest in the 
history and heritage of golf, with a 
collection of books, clubs and general 
memorabilia. As an early member of 
the (American) Golf Collectors Society, 
he and Bob Grant helped organise the 
first Open Championship meeting 
in the St Andrews Hotel, before the 
1978 event. He was a keen player in 
BGCS matches and tournaments 
after becoming a founder member 
in 1987. These included the first trip 
to Aberdovey in 1992, when the team 
arrived Darwinianly by train, in period 
costume, for a centenary hickory match 
against the Club. And in 1999, his R&A 
Captain’s year, he led the BGCS tour to 
the Republic of Ireland. Here, he greatly 
enjoyed meeting up with an old adversary, Joe Carr, after the 
match against Portmarnock GC, in an evening of classic Irish 
hospitality. He won the scratch prize at the 1991 Scottish Hickory 
Championship with a 76 over Musselburgh Old Links and with 
Don Wilson III, the Behrend Shields at President’s Day, 2006 at 
Hoylake. In 2002, Royal Liverpool organised a match between 

former internationals to celebrate the centenary of the first 
match between Scotland and England. The Club asked BGCS 
to provide two players to represent the  ‘auld enemies’ in an 
exhibition match, using period equipment and clothes. John 

represented England against 
Graham Brown, for Scotland. At 
these, and other occasions, he 
would often wear a suede jerkin 
passed to him by his grandfather, 
Sir George Beharrell, who is 
featured wearing it in Heather 
and Heaven, Phil Pilley’s 2006 
centenary history of Walton 
Heath GC. John continued to 
play to a low handicap into his 
late 60s, one BGCS member 
recalling a peerless shot into the 
heart of the elevated tenth green 
at Hoylake, with his favourite 
old spoon. And another, a high 
handicapper, remembers John’s 
generous encouragement as four-
somes partner, for his own much 
more modest achievements with 
shots into and on the greens. We 
will remember him for his great 
modesty, thoughtfulness and 
charm. 

As our President, John occa-
sionally attended committee meet-
ings, held on Sundays at Edgbaston 
Golf Club, where he was an honorary 
member and would invariably be 
greeted by friends. His contributions to 
discussions, though infrequent, were 
discreet, and commonsense. 

In response to a commission, John 
provided an account of his champion-
ship win at Troon for the September 
2009 issue of Through the Green, 
which included fine contemporary 
photographs. 

We mourn the loss of our dear 
friend, John Beharrell. His parting 
makes us realise how lucky we were to 
have him as President of our Society. 
His support and wise counsel were 
invaluable. We send Veronica and the 

family our most sincere condolences at this very sad time for 
them all. 

JOP

With thanks to Bob Grant, Peter Heath, David Marsh, John 
Moreton, Michael Simmonds and Philip Truett

John beharrell
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Much work had been carried out on the 
Old Course at St Andrews prior to the 1905 
Open Championship.1 There was a great deal of 
controversy about the number of new bunkers 

which had been added, especially down the right hand side 
between the second and sixth holes. What is not generally real-
ised is that the new bunkers added to those holes in 1905 were a 
second phase of bunkers. They were in fact augmenting a line of 
bunkers built five years earlier. This first phase, which took place 
in 1899/1900 accounted for half the new bunkers between the 
second and sixth holes.2 Yet this first phase, which altered the 
playing characteristics of those holes attracted very little atten-
tion at the time. In contrast to the well-documented work of 
1905, that which took place in 1899/1900 is shrouded in a bit of 
mystery. To understand what happened in 1899/1900 and then 
1905, it is necessary to go back and look at the redevelopment 
of the Old Course over the previous 35 years.

Mapping the Course
Between 1866 and the early 1880s, Tom Morris Sr, as Keeper of 
the Green, oversaw a major transformation of the Old Course, 
all of which is detailed in Chapter 18 in Malcolm and Crabtree’s 
Tom Morris of St Andrews. The bottom line is that the modern 
day outward nine was created by making the course wider. 
Golfers no longer played straight out and straight back over the 
same nine holes.  The widening of the course was achieved by a 
number of alterations and changes that included the creation of 
a new tee and green at the first hole and the destruction of the 
whins from the second green to the inter-section of the seventh 
and eleventh fairways. The burning of the whins began in late 
1870. They had been the principal hazard down the right hand 
side of the narrow original course through the sixth hole. Once 
the new routing came into play, they still remained the main 
hazard down the right. However, it eventually emerged that 
they were not as fearsome as in the past. The edges of the whins 
bordering the course were often trampled down and perhaps 
cut farther back from the fairway. It is significant that only two 
new bunkers were added down the right hand side between the 
second and sixth holes at some time between 1879 and 1898.

All the other bunkers on the course were designed to protect 
the old routing over what is now the back nine, leaving the first 
six holes relatively free of hazards to the right. This becomes 
clear when one studies the early plans of the Old Course. The 
earliest known map to show bunkers on the Old Course is the 
survey completed by William Chalmers in 1836 and shows about 
41 bunkers. As the course ran straight out and straight back, 
the existing bunkers had evolved to protect this routing. The 
Chalmers map acts as a starting point in the history of bunkers 
on the Old Course. 

The next known map of the Old Course is the one that 
appears in Robert Clark’s Golf: A Royal and Ancient Game that 
was published in 1875 and reflects some of the work carried out 
by Tom Morris.  The plan is undated, but as it shows a clear rout-
ing of the right hand course, with the new first hole, it cannot be 
earlier than 1872 and it cannot be later than the publication of 
the book itself in 1875. Rather confusingly the map is credited 
to Thomas Hodge in the table of contents, but the map itself is 
marked as being by W & AK Johnston of Edinburgh, one of 
the most important map publishing companies in Britain at the 
time. The significant point in our context is that the map does 
not show any new bunkers running down the right hand side 
between the second and sixth holes to replace the whins. 

The Royal and Ancient Golf Club commissioned the next 
map in October 1878. The survey, which was undertaken by 
Boothby and Little, was completed in June 1879. Unlike the 1875 
map, no routing is shown on it. Again, no bunkers are shown on 
the right hand sides between the second and sixth holes.3

The main point about the three maps is that they show the 
traditional, historic bunker layout. Between 1836 and 1879, 
the location of bunkers had remained essentially the same. 
The actual shapes of many of the bunkers had changed in that 
period, but their location had not.4 Based on the plan in the 
first edition of The Book of St Andrews Links, which came out 
in 1898, a single bunker had been built on the right side of the 
third fairway and another one at the sixth some time after 1879. 
Other than those two additions, no new bunkers were built on 
the course on the right hand side between the second and sixth 
holes. 

The Whins Of Change

The Great St Andrews Bunker Mystery of 1899
by 

Peter N Lewis
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The Demand for Bunkers
The absence of any kind of hazards to replace the old whins 
between the second and sixth holes was duly noted and occa-
sionally criticised by contemporaries. In the 1890 edition of 
Badminton Golf, Horace Hutchinson wrote: ‘the actual course 
is broad – very much broader than in old days – and the whins 
at the side are in many cases very poor and patchy.’  This would 
clearly show that the whins had ceased to be an effective deter-
rent, presumably from having been continually cut back and 
trampled down and that no other hazards had been built to 
replace them.

In 1891 JG MacPherson wrote in Golf and Golfers Past and 
Present that in the past ‘the course was narrow, the bunkers 
were yawning traps for topped balls, the whins were deadly 
snares for screwed or heeled gutties; now one can slip along the 
side without risking anything’. These views were reinforced in 
the wake of the 1891 Open. A letter by ‘One Who Played’ was 
published in Golf on the 22nd of May. He lamented that ‘after the 
burn is crossed at the first hole there is not a hazard to be negoti-
ated with the approach shot till the seventh hole is reached’.5 
He thought that ‘the St Andrews Authorities need to … cut 
bunkers on each side of the course to punish wild driving.’ This 
prompted a follow-up letter the next week on the 29th of May by 
‘Another Who Played’. He agreed that ‘unfortunately the green 
is “a paradise for wild drivers”; would that it were otherwise and 
restored to its condition of thirty years ago. With sorrow I admit 
that a ball in the whins, or where whins ought to be, is now 
often in far better case than one beautifully driven on the direct 
line.’ In an article in Golf on the 14th of December 1894 entitled 
St Andrews –‘Ten Strokes Easier?’, W Proudfoot bemoaned that 
‘the course … is so broad nowadays that you can pull and slice 
with impunity; forests of whins have disappeared’. 

This all changed on the 26th of September 1899 at the 
Autumn Business Meeting of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club. 
Dr Douglas Argyll Robertson introduced the motion:

That in the opinion of this meeting it is desirable (a) that one 
or more bunkers be constructed on the right hand side of the 
course going out at each of the following holes viz the 2nd, 3rd, 
4th and 5th and (b) that the bunker in front of the end hole be 
considerably enlarged, or it filled up and one or two more 
bunkers formed so as to guard the approach to that hole.  

It was carried by a large majority.  
The Scotsman on the 3rd of October reported very favourably 

on the proposals and the columnist felt that ‘they will, when car-
ried out, give erratic players the punishment they have for some 
time been able to escape, and the alteration of the bunker in 
front of the end hole is certainly a much needed improvement.  
While all this is granted, it is doubtful if the alteration will have 
much appreciable effect in making the round any more difficult 
for first-class players.  

Two months later, on the 1st of December 1899, JG McPherson 
wrote in Golf Illustrated:

I am very glad that my esteemed friend, Dr Argyll Robertson, 
three times a holder of the Royal and Ancient Medal in the 

The Rev Dr JG McPherson, a critic of lack of hazards down the 
right hand side of the course

Dr Douglas Argyll Robertson, distinguished opthalmic surgeon 
and winner of seven R&A medals  in the 1860s and 1870s
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sixties, and still a medal holder of the Medical Golfers’ Club, 
has got the consent of the Royal and Ancient to have bunkers 
made in the ‘prairie’ course where players of the ‘force’ school 
could swipe at random with impunity.  If these are judiciously 
cut and numerous enough in the right places, they will to 
some extent provide a remedy to help check the reckless style 
too often blazed up as Golf.

What Happened Next
There had been a great deal of activity by the time McPherson 
wrote his piece on the 1st of December. Following the passing of 
the motion at the Business Meeting, the Green Committee met 
on the 21st of October. The details of Argyll Robertson’s motion 
at the Autumn Meeting were reported and ‘it was resolved to 
request the following members of the Club to meet with this 
Committee and consider with them as to the advisability of 
forming new bunkers and the positions thereof - viz Dr Argyll 
Robertson, Messrs Ogilvy Fairlie, HSC Everard, L Balfour 
Melville, AF Macfie, FG Tait and JL Low, and also Mr William 
Greig of the St Andrews Golf Club. It was further agreed to ask 
these gentlemen to meet the Committee on Saturday the 4th at 
1:30 pm. Letters from Dr Argyll Robertson and Mr E Lehmann 
to the Chairman, as to the carrying out of the above mentioned 

recommendations were submitted and read.’ Unfortunately, we 
don’t know the contents of those two letters.

In fact the meeting took place on the 3rd of November. Of 
those requested at the previous meeting to assist the commit-
tee, only Freddie Tait and John Low were not present. It was 
minuted that ‘the resolution regarding bunkers on the old Golf 
course adopted at the General Meeting of the Club on 26th 
September last was read and the Meeting then discussed the 
question of forming the new bunkers. Thereafter some of the 
gentlemen present proceeded to the Links with a view to fixing 
the positions of the Bunkers’. 

We know that on the 3rd of November, a group from those 
present at the meeting went out to the Old Course to mark the 
position of an unspecified number of new bunkers. After this 
dramatic exit, there are no more mentions in the R&A minutes 
about the work that was carried out.  

There was remarkably little press coverage of what was actu-
ally done. The Scotsman’s report on the 1900 Open on the 8th 
of June simply stated that ‘there are more bunkers’ compared 
to 30 years previously. Golf Illustrated narrowed the time gap 
comparison when the Tee Shots columnist on the 15th of June 
suggested that ‘it may be questioned whether St Andrews is 
not today actually more difficult than it was five years ago, for 
the hazards have been increased in number’.  The American 
publication Golf echoed this in August 1900 when it reported 
that ‘several new bunkers had been added since the last cham-
pionship on this green’.

The Mystery
So, some, if not all the new bunkers were in place for the 
1900 Open. In contrast to the new bunkers added five years 
later, there do not seem to be any detailed reports of precisely 
what was done, nor very much reaction to the new bunkers. 
Nevertheless, new bunkers had been added, with some down 
the right hand side between the second and sixth holes. We 
know that something had been done in time for the 1900 Open. 
We also know that the work had been completed by 1902.  

This is because there was subtle but very meaningful change 
in the 1902 edition of Badminton Golf.  For this edition, Horace 
Hutchinson had changed his wording about the Old Course 
from ‘the actual course is broad – very much broader than in old 
days – and the whins at the side are in many cases very poor and 
patchy’ to ‘the actual course is broad – very much broader than 
in old days – and the new bunkers are not in sufficient number 
to make up for the lost whins’.

More bunkers had been added to the Old Course between 
late 1899 and early 1902, but their construction was not reported 
in any detail in either the R&A minutes or in the press. It would 
seem that it is all a bit of a mystery. However, there is one source 
that does provide a more detailed answer as to what happened 
in 1899/1900. The key to unravelling how many new bunkers 
were added lies in The Book of St Andrews Links but it is hidden 
within another puzzle.

The cover of this Second Edition of The Book of St Andrews 
Links was identical to the that of the Third Edition, with red 

text on yellowy-green soft card
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The Book of St Andrews Links
The Book of St Andrews Links is a small guide-book to the St 
Andrews Links measuring 18.2 cms x 12.3 cms with a soft cover. 
The first edition was published in 1898 and has 80 numbered 
pages. The contents include a fold out map of all three St 
Andrews courses. It also includes the 1891 Rules of Golf as 
revised in 1895 and has advertisements on the inside front cover 
and pages one and two. There was then a second edition. Just to 
confuse posterity, the title page gives the year of publication as 
1898. However it has the 1899 Rules of Golf instead of the 1891 
code and there are four extra pages slotted in as pages 64A, 64B, 
64C and 64D. It has the same map as the first edition. In terms 
of dating, it must be later than September 1899, otherwise it 
could not have the most recent Rules of Golf.

There was then a third edition and again the title page states, 
incorrectly, that is was published in 1898. Like the second edi-
tion, it has the four extra pages with the identical pagination 
– 64A, 64B, 64C & 64D. Unlike the previous two versions, it 
does not carry advertisements on the inside front cover or on 
pages one and two but it still has the 1899 Rules of Golf. The map 
of the three courses also contains significant differences to the 
previous two editions. 

Dating the second and third editions is not entirely straight-
forward and relies on circumstantial evidence. Obviously the 
second edition was published after the 1899 Rules of Golf came 
out in September of that year. That would give it a publication 
date of no earlier than late 1899 and, given the existence of the 
third edition, probably no later than 1900. The proposed date 
for the third edition becomes quite critical because of the dif-
ferences in the maps in the second and third editions. Before 
offering up a suggestion for the date of the third edition, I will 
explain the differences between the two maps.

The map of the Old Course in the second edition shows only 
two bunkers down the right hand side between the second and 
sixth holes which are not on the 1875 or 1879 plans. These are 
at the third and sixth holes. 6 However, there was a big change 
in the third edition. The map of the Old Course now shows 
nineteen bunkers down the right hand side of the course, a net 

increase of seventeen. So, it would appear that seventeen new 
bunkers were constructed down the right hand side between the 
second and sixth holes some time after the second edition and 
before the third edition.  

The Date of the Third Edition
This leads to the issue of the date of the third edition. A new 
Rules of Golf Code was effective from the 1st of January 1903. 
Logically, the third edition cannot be later than 1902 as it still 
contained the 1899 Rules of Golf. A terminal date of 1902 would 
be consistent with Hutchinson’s revision to Golf that year.

If the second edition was published in 1900, there is a good 
explanation why its map did not show the new bunkers. The 
meeting to mark out the new bunkers on the Old Course took 
place in November 1899. It is possible that not all the new 
bunkers were completed over the winter of 1899/1900 and that 
some of the work took place later in the year. If the work on the 
bunkers was still in progress in 1900, this could explain why 
they are not on the map in the second edition.  In turn this 
would suggest a publication date of either 1901 or 1902 for the 
third edition. This would be consistent with a publication date 
of 1900 for the second edition and 1901 or 1902 for the third 
edition.

The New Bunkers
The important thing is that the map in the third edition estab-
lishes that new bunkers were constructed well before any of the 
discussions regarding those that were built in 1905.7

The map in the third editions shows seventeen new bunkers 
for the second through sixth holes; four new bunkers down the 
right at the second, third and fourth holes, three at the fifth and 
two at the sixth. The result was that a new line of hazards had 
been created down the right hand side of these outward holes. 
Not only did they punish wild tee shots, but they also altered 
the way to play these five holes. 

In addition to these seventeen bunkers, the plan also shows 
a new bunker at the eighth hole and four at the ninth. These five 
bunkers are all on the left hand side of the hole going out. So, 

Extracts of the maps in the Second Edition (top) and Third Edition (bottom) of The Book of St Andrews Links, clearly showing the 
added bunkers on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth holes in the Third Edition, and dating their construction around 1899/1900 

The whins of change
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in total, 22 new bunkers were added compared to the second 
edition map.

How Accurate is The Book of St Andrews Links Map?
The whole case for there being 22 new bunkers built in the 
1899/1900 phase rests on the map in the third edition of The 
Book of St Andrews Links. One way to check the accuracy 
of the map is to compare it to MacKenzie’s 1924 survey. The 
MacKenzie map is much more detailed and reflects the work 
done in and after 1905. All seventeen new bunkers shown on 
The Book of St Andrews Links map between the second and sixth 
holes can be seen on the 1924 map. The only deviation is that 
three of bunkers at the ninth hole on the third edition map are 
not discernable on the 1924 one. Therefore, it would seem that 
The Book of St Andrews Links map is reasonably accurate and 
reflects the work carried out between the second and sixth holes 
in the 1899/1900 phase.

The Answer to the Mystery
The MacKenzie map becomes quite crucial to understanding 
what happened in both 1899/1900 and 1904/05. A survey of 
the minutes of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club indicates that 
very little work was done on bunkers after 1905 and before 1923. 
In fact the only mention of a new bunker was in April 1914, 
when one on the ninth hole was approved. Nothing was done 
during the First World War. There was a review of the bunkers 
in 1920 and at the Business Meeting on the 4th of May 1920: 
‘the Bunker Committee submitted its report to the Meeting, 
giving recommendations as to the bunkering of the Old Course. 
It was decided that nothing should be done at present.’ So when 
MacKenzie did his survey, there had apparently been only one 
new bunker created since 1905.8 The map shows 114 bunkers 
in total compared to the 72 shown in the third edition of The 
Book of St Andrews Links. The balance of 42 bunkers must have 
been created in 1904/1905 with the exception of one in 1914. In 
terms of protecting the right hand side of the course between 
the second and sixth holes, there are 33 bunkers shown on the 
MacKenzie plan, which is sixteen more than there were in 
1899/1900.  So one can safely assume that these sixteen bunkers 
were added in 1904/05.

The work carried in 1899/1900 was done largely to address 
the problem of the lack of hazards down the right hand side of 
the course, especially between the second and sixth holes as well 
as some extra protection for the eighth and ninth holes on the 
left. Looking ahead to future developments on the Old Course, 
it is vital to realise that when the 22 new bunkers were built, 
golfers were still using the gutty ball, which was the only type 
of ball available to them. 9

The absence of the whins had caused a change, namely the 
creation of seventeen new bunkers between the second and 
sixth holes in 1899/1900. These bunkers in turn caused a change 
in the way that these holes were played. Perhaps the greatest 
mystery concerning these new bunkers is why they attracted so 
little comment after they were constructed.
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Notes
See 1. Robert Crosby John Low and Modern Golf Architecture 
in Through the Green, June 2010 pp10-17. Also see Scott 
Macpherson’s book St Andrews: The Evolution of the Old 
Course, Christchurch 207, pp 49-58.

As I will show, it is possible that some of the bunkers could 2. 
have been completed as late as 1901. However for the sake 
of simplicity and ease of reading, I will refer to this phase of 
bunker building as 1900/1900. Some of the bunkers guarded 
the greens themselves as well as the approach to the greens.  
Again, for the sake of simplicity, I will refer to the bunkers as 
being on the right hand side.

The Boothby & Little Map became the standard map of the 3. 
Old Course for the next 20 years.  It was reproduced in the 
Rules of Golf in 1888 and 1891as well as in JOF Morris’ article 
in Golfing Annual Vol 1 1887-1888. The 1899 Rules of Golf 
included the 1896 map by Benjamin Hall Blyth. This was 
a detailed survey of the New Course and does not actually 
show the holes on the Old Course.

The only significant bunker known to have been removed 4. 
between 1836 and 1875 was Halket’s Bunker.

The right hand course was the Medal and Championship 5. 
course.  However, the left-hand routing was played on an 
alternating basis.

The 1984 Ellesborough Press Ltd facsimile edition is taken 6. 
from second edition and places the map at the back rather 
than at the front but includes the advert on the back of the 
map. There are copies of the second and third editions in The 
Royal and Ancient Golf Club’s Library. It is possible that there 
could be more than three editions.

These were first minuted at the R&A’s Business Meeting on 7. 
the 27th of September 1904. It is extremely unlikely that the 
third edition of The Book of St Andrews Links could be later 
than 1903 for two reasons. The first is the aforementioned 
new Rules of Golf Code in 1903 and the second is that the 
map shows the Jubilee Course as having twelve holes.  That 
course was increased to fifteen holes in 1904.

Not all of the planned bunkers were completed in time for 8. 
the 1905 Open. At the R&A’s Autumn Business Meeting on 
the 26th of September 1905, it was reported that three bunkers 
at the Fifth and one at the Tenth were still to be completed. It 
was agreed to proceed with these four additional bunkers.

Reports about the Haskell began circulating in July 1901 9. 
and it did not start appearing in Britain until that autumn. 
See Peter N Lewis The Dawn of Professional Golf, Hobbs and 
McEwan, 1995,  pp18-28
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Letter from Oz

The two main golf historical societies 
in Australia held their major playing events in 
November. The Golf Society of Australia played 
for the Doug Bachli Trophy, an eighteen-hole stabl-

eford handicap event, at the Victoria Golf Club in Melbourne. 
Handling the windy conditions with consummate skill, Murray 
Cropley was the winner with 37 points and the runner up, 
beaten on a countback, was Lorraine Clothier. The Australian 
Golf Heritage Society held the Australian Hickory Shaft 
Championship, an eighteen-hole open stroke scratch event, at 
Georges River Golf Club in Sydney. The winner with an excel-
lent score in the rain-sodden but sunny conditions was Perry 
Somers with a four over par 74. Peter Read was runner up with 
81. Perry, as most readers of TTG will know, has had an excellent 
year on the ‘hickory tour’ in UK/ Europe; I think he was quite 
chuffed to add his home title. GSA plays their main event with 
modern clubs, whereas AGHS sticks to period hickories. 

For anyone interested in keeping up with what’s happening 
in Australia in regard to golf history research, collecting 
golf artefacts and playing with the hickories, both GSA and 
AGHS have websites: www.golfsocietyaus.com and www.
australiangolfheritage.org.au 

In December I was privileged to attend a lunch at the Mona 
Vale Golf Club organised by the PGA of Australia to celebrate 
the 90th birthday of Kel Nagle. It was a huge affair attended 
by a Who’s Who of Australian Golf. Peter Thomson, Kel’s 
long-time friend and one time rival, made the keynote 
speech, emphasising Kel’s modesty combined with his great 
achievements. Video messages from inter alia Jack Nicklaus 
and Louis Oosthuizen were shown. What moved me most 
was a letter from Arnold Palmer, praising the man who won 
the Open on that memorable day in 1960 at St Andrews and 
pushed Arnold into second place.

Most members of BGCS would have seen on TV news the 
terrifying floods that swept through Queensland – and beyond 
– in January, destroying several country towns and flooding 
the state capital of Brisbane. The deaths and the destruction 
of homes and infrastructure are tragedies for the individuals 
and communities affected, but on a lesser scale there is also 
the effect on golf. Many golf clubs have suffered severe damage 
to their courses, clubhouses, machinery and machinery sheds.
The photograph of Toowoomba City Golf Club, some 100 km 
inland from Brisbane, shows the torrent sweeping through the 
middle of the course and the floodwaters spreading to the 18th 
green. The website <www.agcsa.com.au> of the Australian Golf 
Course Superintendents Association shows many pictures of 
the damage and relates tales of devastation and the rare lucky 
escape. What does shine through is the determination to 
knuckle down, repair the damage and get back to normal.

GSA President Ian Rennick presents Murray Cropley (left) with 
the Doug Bachli Trophy

AGHS President Bruce Nairn presents the trophy to Perry 
Somers (right) the 2010 Australian Hickory Shaft Champion

Letter from oz
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The Early Years of Ashdown Forest and Tunbridge Wells 
Ladies Golf Club  1889 – 1893.       Part II

Colin Strachan and Roger Porter
conclude their account of pioneering ladies’ golf in the South East

Miss Andrews invited a reporter from the  New 
York Herald  to cover the first medal day of the 
Ashdown Forest and Tunbridge Wells Ladies 
Golf Club on the 4th of February, 1890. Part of 

his interesting article follows:

The Fair Sex Enthusiastic over the Scottish Game

Having been invited to witness a golfing contest’ by the ladies 
of the Ashdown Forest Golf Club, I found myself on a bright 
February morning in the train leaving Victoria Station for 
Forest Row on the L.B and S.C.R., and after about an hour’s run 
was landed at the latter quaint station in the wilds of Sussex. ‘I 
hope you don't mind’ said my guide doubtfully eyeing up my 
“Londonified” get-up. I hastened to assure her that for me, 
mud had no terrors. ‘It's all right’ she continued cheerfully, 
‘when once you get on the forest, but in order to get there one 
must pass through a lane, which even in Sussex we consider 
bad’. However ten minutes walk sufficed to land us on the 
dry side of the dreaded quagmire, and once there the view 
to say nothing of the lovely bracing air amply atoned for any 
unpleasantness on the route. ‘This is the men's club’ said my 
kindly cicerone, pointing to a handsome and snug-looking 
building on my right; ‘they are very comfortably housed, and 
have everything their hearts can desire. At present we women 
are content with one room on the edge of the forest but when 
we get more members we hope for better accommodation’.

The guide then introduced him to Miss Andrews, who described 
a range of abilities in members’ play, but said the good ones were 
to be handicapped. The reporter described caddies with large 
bundles of clubs with strange-sounding names and he gave a 
very clear account of the ladies attire: ‘plain cloth skirts, made 
rather short, shoes with thick soles and neat cloth gaiters but-
toned over them.’ He watched one pairing for nine holes and 
described their scores as 46 and 52: ‘my entertainers explained 
to me that they meant to stop now for luncheon but should play 
again in the afternoon, inviting me to share their repast in their 
cottage.’ However time waits for no man, his train was due, and 
he left for London.

Despite the weather, the event attracted a crowd who had 
dragged their feet through the mud of Chapel Lane. This main 
access route was to generate more column inches in the men’s 
minutes than any other topic in the ensuing decade.

The man who had to handicap the ‘good’ ones was Francis 
A Lee until 1892. He was given a testimonial in the presence of 
his successor ‘for the great difficulty of the task’ and must have 
smiled when HH Turner who followed him was told ‘so far he 

An early brass button produced by Firmins of the Strand. 
The translation of the Latin motto is 

‘Through so many types of difficulty’The first Ladies clubroom: ‘one room on the edge of the Forest’
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is fulfilling the task with as much success as was possible in this 
position’. Whether from this stress or natural causes Lee was to 
die a few years later aged 42. Herbert H Turner, a recognised 
polymath from the Greenwich Royal Observatory, must have 
been dismayed by a press comment in the Illustrated Sporting 
and Dramatic News, of the 9th of December, 1893: 

I found the name of Miss Birch, 101+2=103! Surely the 
handicapping must be wrong, nor indeed does it work out 
well as regards the first three. Eleven between first and 
second and seven between second and third does not read 
as if the adjusters of the start had performed their work very 
efficiently. 

Unbowed by this, he became, in late 1893, Secretary at 
Blackheath, followed by the Chair of Astronomy at Oxford in 
1894.  

He may have been the vector who spirited our third pro-
fessional and 1891 Open Champion, Hugh Kirkaldy, tired of 
emptying the ‘soil’ from each clubhouse for no extra stipend, 
away to a better retainer at Oxford. One of his friends from 
Blackheath who also played at AF&TWGC was WH Richardson 
who in 1889 had seconded a failed bid by Franklin Adams to 
adopt the Rules of Golf of St Andrews at Blackheath.

The next fixture was the first club match played off scratch 
against the boys of Ashdown House on the 7th of March and the 
boys won 41 holes up against 14 holes up.

Just before the first Ball a mixed foursomes or doubles 
competition was held on the Short Links on the 15th of March, 
1890. Miss Lee and Mr Flanagan (33) won golf clubs for a net 83. 
The best scratch score was by Miss Andrews and Rev AT Scott 
with 101. The ladies dressed in scarlet and green, joined the men 
for lunch in their clubhouse and all the  gossip that day was of 
the Easter Ball to be held on the 8th of April in the Pump Room 
at the Pantiles in Tunbridge Wells.

This was a great success. Reporters said ‘this Royal game has 
taken a hold on the neighbourhood’ and amongst those lending 
patronage were the Marchioness of Abergavenney, Viscountess 
Dangan, Lady Idina Brassy, Lady Rose Leigh, Lady Clementine 
Pratt, Lady Georgina Field, Lady George Nevill, Lady Truscott, 
Lord and Lady Henry Nevill, Lord Richard Nevill. Although 
both committees were well represented there was no mention of 
the presence of the men’s founding Reverends, Scott, Woodland, 
Moor or Swainson.                                        

Miss Andrews’ album contained a ladies dance card but her 
press cutting of the guest list only went down as far as gentle-
men of means and their ladies. Perhaps the Ball might have 
been regarded as slightly risqué by Swainson or Moor who ran 
regular bible camps. The décor was the talk of the town with 
bunches of green gorse around the margins and many mirrors 
and shields draped in the scarlet colours of the Club – some 
surmounted with golf clubs. Over the doorway was a large elk’s 
head on loan from the Nevills of Eridge Castle (descended from 
the Earls of Warwick) and the ceilings were crossed with ivy 
and suspended lanterns and golf balls – rather alarmingly a gas 
chandelier was also covered with gorse. It was agreed on all sides 
that the evening was brilliant.

Dancing commenced between 9 and 10pm: music was by 
the band of the Royal Artillery  from Woolwich, where the sol-
diers had a nine-hole course. The Regiment was also connected 
with exercises on the Forest and probably gave instructional 
support on  the 800 yd Volunteer rifle range, which crossed 
both courses, particularly  affecting play on the third to sixth 
holes of the Short Links which were nearest the target butts. The 
following year another ball was held at the Pump Room on a 
Japanese, Chinoiserie theme – again a success – but no evidence 
that it was held in later years.

Mixed  foursomes arrive
The summer of 1890 was filled with mixed foursomes despite 
many members being on summer holidays. Eighteen months 
earlier the Troon Golf Club held possibly the first mixed 
foursomes club competition in August 1885.This was a scratch 
event and won by Mr Deuchar and Miss Cowie with a 75. In 
the USGA records only a social game predates our matches. 
In March 1889  at Yonkers, the St Andrews Club had a private 
mixed foursome  played between Mrs John Reid and John B 
Upham against Miss Carrie Law partnered by Mr John Reid, 
‘the Father of American Golf ’, who never played a round with 
or against his wife ever again.

On the 11th of August a four rounds of nine holes mixed 
matchplay competition over the Short Links saw a win for Miss 
Ethel Lee and her partner Mr G Flanagan. On the 23rd the Ladies 
held a stroke play mixed foursomes, despite heavy morning rain 
and play was reckoned to be much quicker than in matchplay. 
The 30 competitors were allowed the use of the cricket pavilion 
by the Cricket Committee and were liberally entertained to 
luncheon and tea. Miss Fox and Mr George Birch, brother of 
Marion, won with a net 96.Dance card from the first ball
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A golfing milestone was an Open Mixed Foursome on the 
6th of September, 1890 and the round by round details were 
recorded for posterity in the first issue of Golf, Vol 1, No 1, sold as 
a twopenny weekly. There must have been an Ashdown connec-
tion as it also carried a piece about caddy fees at Ashdown, which 
were higher than elsewhere. Golf magazine had been launched 
by AJ Robertson as Editor, who had come south from Scotland 
to work as a parliamentary correspondent in the House of 
Commons. Competing that day were two of the Mentzendorffs 
(now spelled without a ‘t’) from Cobham whose family had 
brought their famous caraway seed liqueur kummel from Riga 
to Saumur. The brand was later taken over and became part of 
the Menzendorff Bollinger empire. Tea for the twenty pairings 
was provided in the cricket pavilion by the Haggard and Fox 
families and the winners were given book prizes. The winners 
were Miss Birch and her brother George with the formidable 
Mrs Clare Stewart and Rev G Moor runners up.

Further singles matches were held against Blackheath with 
convincing defeats but home success was experienced against an 
Eastbourne Ladies team on the 8th of April, 1891, with a ‘mixed’ 
in the morning and singles after lunch. Two days earlier on the 
6th of April, possibly the first ever ‘mixed ’match was played 
at Blackheath who won by 17 holes to 0. The press clip on this 
said that ‘this result may have been partly owing to the visitors 
being disappointed by one or two good gentlemen’. Eventually 
the ladies defeated Blackheath in October 1891 at Ashdown by 
9 holes to 7 in foul weather. When home mixed foursomes were 

held against Royal Blackheath and Royal Eastbourne, the men 
granted facilities on match days at Bank Farm House. These 
may have been a ‘first’ in golf history as the earliest recorded 
interclub mixed foursome matches.

In October 1891 nine Wimbledon Ladies travelled to Forest 
Row to play their first ever club match against a depleted 
Ashdown side. The formidable Issette Pearson led the team and 
defeated Miss Andrews by 2 holes with the equally good Lena 
Thompson at number two losing by 3 holes to a strategically 
placed Miss Birch, who was the only winner. Ashdown lost by 
19 holes to 3 and Miss Pearson scored an 88, enjoyed the day 
and boxed the square of four principal clubs which founded the 
LGU: Ashdown, Blackheath, Eastbourne and Wimbledon.

Also in October 1891 AF&TWLGC defeated a side from 
Southdown and Brighton 81 holes to 2. This club played over 
‘links’ at Junction Road, Burgess Hill, and although defunct 
for 90 years was also a founder member of the LGU. The local 
newspaper reported that Mrs Cecil Green (the second Ladies 
Captain after Miss Birch in 1895) was to be ‘famous for ever ’by 
holing the fourth hole on the Short Links in match play in one 
stroke – a distance of 87 yards. It was exciting to find her original 
tally card in Mrs Green’s album. This is the earliest scorecard 
that exists for either Ladies or Men’s Links and possibly one of 
the earliest ladies’ holes in one

For the next few years the prizes on offer at AF&TWLGC 
became the talk of the county houses and ladies locker rooms 
across the land. These prizes were enticingly displayed in the 
clubrooms at the start of each season. Amongst them were: a 
silver scent bottle; a travelling clock; a silver mounted hunting 
flask; a silver shoehorn, button hook and glove fastener; a silver 
plated lamp; two gold bangles; a silver buckle; an umbrella with 
silver handle; an oak blotting book carved by boys from the 
Forest with the club motif on it; a walking stick putter; a set of 
photographs taken on the Short Links; and many more.

In November 1892 a handsome silver challenge bowl was 
purchased for the Spring Meeting of 1893 under handicap 
limited to 18 to be played for twice a year

Formation of the LGU
During the winter of 1892/93, the principal topic for discussion 
when lady golfers from Wimbledon, Ashdown, Blackheath 
and Eastbourne were present was the formation of a national 
golfing body for ladies, which would establish uniform rules 
and handicapping, provide a point of reference for resolving 
issues, and set up an annual ladies championship. By March 1893 
all the major ladies’ clubs had been circulated with details and 
they held a momentous meeting on the 19th of April, 1893 at the 
Grand Hotel, Trafalgar Square. The meeting had been called by 
the Ladies of Wimbledon, Miss Issette Pearson, Mrs Cameron 
and Mrs Foster ably supported and chaired by Wimbledon 
father figure Dr Laidlaw Purves, founder of St George’s and 
Littlestone. In attendance was Mr Franklin-Adams, Secretary 
of the Wimbledon Ladies Club, whose family subsequently had 
strong Ashdown connections when his son BI Franklin-Adams The earliest score card, recording Mrs Green’s hole in one
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became men’s captain in 1933.
In her contribution to the book Our Lady of the Green in 

1899 Miss Pearson listed the founding clubs of the LGU led by 
Wimbledon in order of importance. The list read St Andrews, 
Ashdown Forest, Blackheath, Eastbourne, Minchinhampton, 
Lytham and St Annes, with the remaining four no longer in 
existence: Southdown and Brighton (Burgess Hill), Holywood, 
Great Harrowden and Barnes. With 125 members Ashdown was 
given two places on the first committee; their delegates were 
Mrs Lucas and Miss Andrews. As they climbed the steps of 
the Grand Hotel that day little did they realise how big their 
contribution would be. Despite Horace Hutchinson and many 
other detractors, women’s golf had arrived. 
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AJ Ife: A netherlands Pioneer Professional

Iain Forrester, Fellow of the PGA
on the career of a pioneer professional in the Netherlands

Albert Ife is a typical example of a band of British 
professionals who were instrumental in helping to 
establish golf on the continent of Europe in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Ife, who 

settled in the Netherlands in 1904, taught and made 
clubs at many of the country’s premier courses; he 
remained in the Netherlands with his wife and five 
children until his untimely death at the age of just 
51.

Ife was born on Hayling Island round 1877.1 
Little is known of his early life, but he probably 
learnt the game as a caddy at Hayling Island GC, 
which was founded in 1883. He had moved to Surrey 
before 1901 and was working as a professional and 
clubmaker at Hankley Common before 1904.2,3 
Ife was one of the very early members of the PGA, 
joining in 1903 and was one of a very select band 
of professionals/clubmakers who were skilled as 
blacksmiths; where and when he learnt these skills 
is not known but he continued to make his own iron 
heads up until the First World War.4,5

In 1904 Ife moved to the Netherlands and started 
teaching at the oldest club in the land, de Haagsche 
GC, now The Royal Hague Golf and Country Club, 
which was established in 1893. John Duncan Dunn 
laid out the first course and become their first 
professional; he was followed by John Dunn (no relation) who 
was still the professional there when Ife started. Dunn was not 
a good player or teacher (his lessons were free!), so Ife took 
over the teaching duties at the club.6 Throughout his first fifteen 
years in the Netherlands, Ife maintained a contact address in 
the UK with the PGA. Interestingly, this was c/o Lord Allington 
in Dorset, an address that was not far from his Hayling Island 
roots.7

In 1907 Ife was asked to move to the second oldest club in the 
Netherlands, de Doornsche GC, now de Pan GC. Interestingly, 
John Duncan Dunn had also laid out their course and had been 
their first professional; it is likely that Dunn would have been 
involved in bringing Ife to de Doornsche to succeed him.8 Ife 
worked at de Doornsche for three years and during this period 
de Doornsche hired him to other clubs to give lessons to their 

members (including de Rosendaalsche). He returned to de 
Haagsche around 1910, initially working with John Dunn again 
and after 1916 he became the sole professional.

Ife worked at de Haagsche until his death in 1927; during 
his time there he established a reputation as a 
fine player and as an exceptional craftsman, 
skills that he passed onto several of his Dutch 
assistant professionals. His post-war irons were 
bought from Winton’s, the Montrose clubmaker, 
who also had a factory in East Acton, close to Ife’s 
London connections. He custom-fitted hickory 
shafts of the highest quality in his workshop at 
the club, and the woods that he made himself 
were also first class.

The thing that made Ife stand out from his 
peers was his ability to forged his own iron 
heads, Henderson and Stirk state that he contin-
ued to do this until 1914 and that these irons are 
stamped A.J.IFE MAKER.9 All of the clubs I have 
seen with this stamping would fall into the 1900 
to 1914 period, with the exception of the Spalding 
anvil CM putter, which was reputedly Ife’s own 
putter and has had the maker’s stamp added post 
production.10

The Carruthers model cleek shown in the 
photograph is a fine example of his work; it is 

exceptionally well made, having elegant lines and a nice weight. 
The steel used is of a very high quality, which is not surprising 
considering how close to the Dutch steel works of Ijmuiden 
he was. The club can be dated with reasonable accuracy: it is 
smooth faced, making it unlikely that it was made after 1910, 
and it has no Carruthers patent stampings, (Carruthers Patent 
lapsed in 1904) making it likely that the club was made between 
these two dates.11 It is a testament to his skill as a smith that he 
was attempting to copy complicated patent models rather than 
standard cleeks, and a sign of his demand for quality can found 
in the wood used, a stunning hickory shaft with seventeen 
growth rings visible at the butt end of the club. An interesting 
detail on this club that possibly shows a little inexperience in 
forging iron heads is that the club has the same amount of sole 
bounce (eighteen degrees) as loft. Experienced master smiths 
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would have reduced the amount of sole bounce whilst the metal 
was still hot and further adjusted it on the grinding wheel. 
Whilst some collectors may see this as a flaw in this club’s design 
I prefer to look at it as a quaint peculiarity of a extremely low 
volume producer of irons.

Collectors of hickory shafted irons are used to seeing a Made 
in Scotland stamp on the back of the iron heads, this Ife club 
could, and maybe should, have had Made in Holland stamped 
on it.

AJ IFE, Maker
Albert Jonas Ife

Born ca 1877, Hayling Island
Hankley Common GC < 1904

De Haagsche GC (Netherlands) 1904-1907
De Doornsche GC (Netherlands) 1907-1910

De Haagsche (Netherlands) 1910-1927
Died, Den Haag (Netherlands) 1927

Ife’s clubhead stamp

Ife’s copy of a Carruthers bore-through cleek with a short hosel
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Wanted

For Sale

One copy of the September 2009 issue of Through the Green for 
an important institutional library. Please contact John Pearson 
on 01904 628711.

Czeslaw Kruk is trying to assemble a complete run of TTG 
from 2005 - 2010 for the Polish Museum of Sport, which is 
located in Warsaw. Please contact contact Czeslaw on 0131 552 
2466, if you would like to help.

Around 100 course planners from UK and 10 Rest of World, 
for sale, or swap for scorecards, particularly international 
ones. Ring Dave Norman on 01793 750651 or email at 
davenorman@fsmail,net
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In the March 2006 issue of Through the Green, A 
Minor Musselburgh Mystery appeared above my name. 
In it I described a well-known watering-hole adjacent to 
Musselburgh Links and used the 1891 Census to prove that 

‘Mrs Forman's’ was an inaccurate name for the pub, suggesting 
that it was run by an unmarried Anne Forman, with the help of 
her brother Peter and her younger sister, Bithia.

Due to a failure in my historical methodology I now know 
I was wrong. As well as an Anne Forman there was, earlier, 
much earlier, a Mrs Forman and I now formally apologise to her 
memory, and to any Through the Green readers who swallowed 
what I said in 2006.

Glory days on the ancient links
Musselburgh is a small town five miles east of Edinburgh, on 
the Firth of Forth. It is maintained that golf has been played 
on the Musselburgh Links since at least the sixteenth century. 

By the nineteenth century Musselburgh’s nine-hole course was 
the home of four major golf clubs and was surrounded by a 
race course. Along the south side of the course ran the main 
Edinburgh-London road, which became the A1 until recent 
developments bypassed the town. At the east end of the golf 
course was the hamlet of Levenhall, with a tollhouse, a good 
place to stop before tackling the steep slope going towards 
Haddington and beyond – and a good place to set up a pub to 
refresh the thirsty traveller, golfer, miner or salt pan worker. In 
the twentieth century, from 1904 to 1954, Edinburgh’s Number 
21 tram ran between the city centre and Levenhall.

Musselburgh is no mere adjunct to Edinburgh. The tradi-
tional song for special occasions goes something like this:

           Musselburgh was a burgh,
            When Edinburgh was nane. 
            And Musselburgh will be a burgh,
            When Edinburgh’s gane.

Not true, unfortunately. Musselburgh’s nine holes hosted six 
Open Championships and five Musselburgh worthies won the 
Open an aggregate of eleven times. In their time the third hole 
was ‘Mrs Forman's’, the longest on the course (500 yards) and 
the most testing. The green was right next to the hostelry and 
drinks could be had via one of the windows next the green.

The photograph on the next page was taken in 1896 and 
– from the angle – the photographer must have stood on the 
garden wall behind Ma Forman’s. On the left we see JH Taylor 
putting, while, on the right, Willie Park Junior, ‘The Man in the 
White Suit’, strokes his chin thoughtfully. All around the green is 
spread the dense and partisan Musselburgh crowd. The occasion 
was a challenge match over 72 holes, 36 at Musselburgh and 36 at 
the course of Taylor’s choice – Sudbrook Park, Richmond. After 
71 holes Willie was dormy one up and at the last had ‘a difficult, 
slippery downhill putt of two yards for a half and victory.’ Willie 
(‘The man who can putt is a match for anyone’) sank his putt 
and picked up his hard-won 50 pounds.

Decline and rebirth
The Musselburgh Links sank into obscurity as the big clubs 
moved to more spacious layouts (see Moving Musselburgh Golf 
Clubs by Walter Stephen, in Through the Green, December, 
2005). For the locals a long inland eighteen-hole course was 
opened in 1938. 

Mrs Forman’s
A Failure in Historical Method

Walter Stephen
confesses

The original Mrs Forman
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In the 1950s I was working as a baker in Musselburgh – a 
trade notorious for its lack of social life as we worked by night 
and had to sleep during the day. But we could play solitary golf 
on winter days and it was easy to take a couple of clubs and 
play a few holes on the Old Course – if you could find them. 
Maintenance was minimal and there were old railway sleepers 
and other vestiges from the past dotted here and there. Local 
government reorganisation in the 1970s got rid of the ancient 
Scottish burghs, Musselburgh was transferred from Midlothian 
to East Lothian, a sub-set of Lothian Region, where its interests 
were regarded as very marginal.

Fortunately, another local government reorganisation in 
the 1990s resulted in an East Lothian Council with greater 
responsibilities and a clearer recognition of the value of the 
Musselburgh Old Course – both as a historical relic (nowhere 
in the world has golf been played longer continuously) and as a 
modern leisure facility. Both the golf course and the racecourse 
have been brought up to a satisfactory standard. There is local 
participation. The course is now a leading ‘hickory centre’ and 
is increasingly sought out as a place of pilgrimage.

Coinciding with these various changes the old pub has been 
bought over and thoroughly renovated in a clean, modern style 
– but with displays illuminating its golfing heritage. It is likely 
to enhance appreciation for the great Musselburgh figures of 
the past. 

Solving the mystery of Mrs Forman
Buying and selling a property has one great advantage. One 
is compelled to study accurate historical documents and it 
was in conversation with Peter Bolam, a Past Captain of the 
De Vere Staley Hall Golf Club in Northumberland, that the 

solution to the ‘Minor Musselburgh Mystery’ came to light. 
Peter, a golfer since the age of seven, in more recent times has 
taken a keen interest in Musselburgh, its golfing past and the 
resurgence of Mrs Forman’s. We now know that George Forman 
of Prestonpans bought a plot of land in 1822 and built thereon 
a public house, which prospered, probably being called, quite 
simply, ‘Forman’s’. In 1826 he married Marion Bowman. By the 
time of the 1841 Census the Formans had eight children, four 
boys and four girls. In 1843 George died, aged 41, and for the 
next 40 years Mrs Forman ran the inn, assisted by her children. 
This is when it would have become ‘Mrs Forman’s’. The name 
stuck into the twentieth century, partly because of the provi-
sions of Mrs Forman’s will, which tied the ownership into all her 
children, male and female. Any dispute of her will would have 
resulted in forfeiture of the legacy.

Marion Forman died in 1888, aged 83. Had she survived 
another three years she would have made it into the 1891 
Census and I would have been spared much embarrassment. 
My mistake was to shut my eyes to the very obvious fact that the 
building was built early in the nineteenth century. If I thought 
about it at all I would have thought it unlikely that a pub could 
stay in the one family for a century, more or less. So I looked at 
the 1891 Census – when Musselburgh golf was at its peak – and 
built a wobbly structure on sand.

The failure in historical method was in not going as far back 
in time as I could have done. Sorry, Mrs Forman. Would she 
mind? She must have been a tough old bird, caddying to lords 
and lairds, dealing with the early golfing greats in victory and 
defeat, serving the notoriously obstreperous Musselburgh fans 
and ignoring the licensing laws of the time. I suspect I would 
have been dismissed with a sniff and a pithy phrase.

JH Taylor putting at Mrs Forman’s during his 1896 challenge match for £50 against Young Willie Park, standing right
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Irish Musings
by John Hanna

As I muse on Irish Golf it is great to see three golfers 
from Northern Ireland finish in the top four places 
in the recent tournament in Abu Dhabi. What a 
credit Rory McIlroy, Graeme McDowell and Gareth 

Maybin are to this ‘wee’ part of the world. 

Dr MacKenzie in County Cork
Dr Alister MacKenzie was a renowned and prolific designer of 
golf courses throughout the world. However he made very few 
visits to Ireland. He had designed and laid out the new course 
for Malone Golf Club, Belfast. Initially approached in 1914 this 
was a protracted and drawn-out affair due to the intervention 
of the Great War. MacKenzie is also is well-known for his visit 
to Lahinch Golf Club and his modifications to the original Tom 
Morris design. This visit took place in 1927; at this time he had 
also been involved with Limerick Golf Club. What is less well-
known is his visit to the Cork region when he carried out work 
at Cork, Muskerry, Monkstown and Douglas Golf Clubs some 
three years earlier. He may well also have carried out work at 
Youghal Golf Club. These courses are not listed as his work in 
Cornish and Whitten’s The Golf Course. Only one is mentioned 
in the Time Line drawn up by the Mackenzie Society of Great 
Britain. It would appear that it was at the request of Cork Golf 
Club that this visit took place.

Cork Golf Club
Cork Golf Club was formed in 1888, although the Captain’s 
board shows it to have been founded in 1820. This would make 
it one of the earliest clubs in these islands. It is a typically Irish 
story. When the signwriter asked what date he should paint, the 
captain at the time said ‘Just put down 1820’, and so it has stayed 
until this day. The Club also seems uncertain about the date 
of MacKenzie’s visit. A photograph of the architect in the club 
house states that the Club retained him in 1927, yet in the cen-
tenary history it says MacKenzie was brought over from Britain 
to work with the professional, David Brown. It was to be one of 
the last major duties Brown performed before he retired in 1926. 
From other details it is likely that the true date was 1924. 

One of the most interesting facts to come out of MacKenzie’s 
time in Cork was that he took on as his ‘working representa-
tive’ a young man called Jack Fleming who was born in Tuam, 
Co. Galway. Fleming had gone to Dublin in 1924 when he was 

aged around sixteen to seek work and while there, took lessons 
in landscape gardening and civil engineering. After this he 
emigrated to England and obtained some work in attending 
to football grounds. Always on the lookout to improve himself 
he landed a job with Dr MacKenzie as a ‘pick and shovel’ man. 
He was soon promoted to construction foreman in 1920 before 
returning to County Cork in 1924 where he was made as Clerk 
of Works to MacKenzie and his brother, Charles, supervising 
the work at Cork GC.  Jack Fleming stayed at Crowley’s Bar, 
just outside Blarney, and would travel each day to the course on 
a horse drawn ‘sidecar’. He carried out the work on the course 
with a mule and a scraper and a gang of fifteen men. The course 
was completed in time for 30 of the top Irish professionals to 
play there in the 1925 Cork Examiner £50 Golf Tournament. 

Fleming was sent to Marin County in California in 1928; 
what an opportunity this proved to be for the young Irishman. 
He supervised the building of the course at Meadow Club, 
designed by MacKenzie and Robert Hunter, and on other 
of their joint designs, the most famous being Cypress Point.
When the Depression hit in the early 1930s Fleming, at his 
mentor’s encouragement, became Superintendent of Grounds 
Maintenance for the City and County of San Francisco. He 
remained in this job until his retirement in 1962, while continu-
ing to design courses in his spare time. All the courses, bar one, 
are in the State of California. There was no mention of Jack 
Fleming ever returning to Ireland. 

Muskerry Golf Club 
MacKenzie also submitted his plans for Muskerry Golf Club in 
August 1924 and the work was completed in the spring of 1925. 
He visited Muskerry in August 1924 to present plans for eleven 
new holes when the course was being extended to eighteen. The 
new course was open for play in the following spring. 

Recalling the visit it is recorded that ‘Dr MacKenzie’s 
services were sought and secured for the first time in Southern 
Ireland and strikingly well has he performed his work as the new 
course forms a bold and beautiful course capable of absorbing 
the interest and attention of any player whatever his handicap 
may be’. The Doctor, after a march over the then gorse ground, 
returned to the Pavilion and, whilst awaiting lunch, sat apart 
with paper and pencil. In that short interval he roughed out 
eleven new holes and astonished the members by placing before 
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them his still crude but perfect design. The explanation was 
simple; everything was there to the eye of the master. 

Douglas Golf Club
In October of 1924 Douglas Golf Club decided ‘that MacKenzie 
be asked to inspect the links and give a report of his ideas and 
suggestions at a maximum of £10.’ Shortly afterwards a plan of 
the course drawn by E Peard was forwarded to MacKenzie, and 
three weeks later he returned a sketch of proposed alterations. 
The drawing was hung in the clubhouse for the attention of the 
members. The following May the Committee awarded the con-
tract for the work to The British Golf Construction Company of 
Leeds, run by MacKenzie’s brother, Major Charles MacKenzie. 
Estimated cost was £800. By December this figure had been 
reached but the Committee asked the contractors to continue. 
Club records show that three men were employed between 
March and May 1926 mainly on turfing work.

The Irish Field reported in May 1926 that ‘MacKenzie has so 
altered the confirmation (sic) ground about the greens ... it bears 
at every turn the impress of his golfing genius, and the putting 
greens, which are larger than usual, are of that gently undulating 
type which form a feature of some of the best greens on the 
other side of the Channel, and resemble, as much as it is possible 
to make them, the seaside putting greens so beloved of the real 
golfer’. The design of the course at Douglas Golf Club remained 
more or less untouched until 1963 when CK Cotton updated the 
course prior to the Dunlop Irish Professional Tournament.  

Monkstown Golf Club
The Committee at Monkstown Golf Club realised that the pres-
ence of MacKenzie in the Cork area was a great opportunity 
to ask his advice on their course. MacKenzie produced a plan 

in July 1925 which was approved in the following month, with 
suggested costs of £500. The Club was short of money and there 
was some reluctance to undertake the expenditure required to 
update the course. At the same time it was recognised that they 
had to keep abreast of what was happening around them. The 
members were informed that as the contractor was currently 
working at Douglas, having finished work at Little Island (Cork) 
and Muskerry Clubs this was the cheapest time to have work 
carried out. Eventually MacKenzie was employed and while 
details of his work are not available it appears that he altered the 
fifth, sixth, and seventh greens, adding bunkers and reducing 
the amount of rough. The ground in front of the bunkers was 
contoured to gather in the ball, yet could still be easily cut with 
a mower. The work was carried out in 1926 at a cost of about 
£520. There followed a long drawn-out wrangle over fees with 
Dr MacKenzie and his brother. The former was settled by 1928, 
but the Major’s accountants were still claiming £4. 9. 3 as late 
as January 1936.

By this time in his life Dr MacKenzie was a very busy man 
designing courses all over the British Isles and between the 
visits undertaken above he had travelled to the United States 
of America. It was during this visit that he first visited the 
Monterey Peninsula and had a look at Cypress Point. It is easy 
understand why his visits to the Cork area were brief.  Later on 
in 1927 he visited Lahinch and Limerick Golf Clubs.
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ralph William Payne-Gallwey was born in 1848, 
the son of Sir William Payne-Gallwey, MP, the second 
baronet, of Thirkleby Park, Thirsk, North Yorkshire. 
He came from a family of colonial administrators, 

with interests in the Leeward Islands. 
Young Ralph was educated at Eton, after which he joined the 

Rifle Brigade in 1868. Thus began an interest in shooting, bal-
listics and field sports that extended far beyond the enthusiasm 
at that time within the British Army for 
accurate rifle shooting. Much of his service 
was in Ireland, where he met and married 
Alice Osborne of Blackrock, in 1876. 

Sportsman and Ballistician
An illustration of his growing reputation 
as a field sportsman came with the publica-
tion of his first book in 1882, The Fowler in 
Ireland. Then followed The Book of Duck 
Decoys in which he illustrated himself, some 
of the elaborate nets used to trap wildfowl. 
He collaborated with Lord Walsingham 
in writing the Badminton volume on 
Shooting, first published in 1889. Then 
followed in 1893, Letters to Young Shooters, 
based on a series of instructional articles in 
The Field magazine. With the new century 
he then published two volumes that are still 
in print. The first was The Crossbow, pub-
lished in 1903 – a comprehensive review of 
the development of the weapon, describing 
its design and mechanics through the ages, 
including unfamiliar examples from abroad. The next title was 
even more esoteric: The Projectile Throwing Machines of the 
Ancients (1907). This surveyed the catapults, trebouchets and 
ballistae used from Roman to mediaeval times. Payne-Gallwey 
described how he had built a replica siege engine weighing two 
tonnes, which was capable of projecting a twelve-pound stone 
ball a quarter of a mile. An appendix in a later edition gave 
details of archery with an ancient Turkish Bow in his collection, 
dating from around 1700.  

The Victorian Eccentric
Sir Ralph’s experiments with ancient armoury ensure his place 
in history. Even now a simple Google on his name will get 
20-30,000 hits, many of them reflecting contemporary interest 
in his published works. Some of them also reveal a distinctive 
frame of mind and individual approach to life. 

In the early 1900s he revealed himself to be no lover of 
the new-fangled motor car, with a particular dislike for those 

motorists who refused to slow down as they 
passed through his village at a breakneck 
twelve mph. In his letter to The Times in 
early 1903, he fumed: 

As a sure means of identifying the reckless, 
‘don’t care a hang for anybody’ motor-car 
drivers, the class of men who daily imperil 
our lives and who are responsible for the 
‘motor murders’ that too frequently occur, 
I suggest a legalised use of the shot-gun.

In the case of a motorist - by wilful 
neglect of ordinary precautions - inflicting 
injury on a pedestrian, or causing damage 
to the property of a person driving or 
riding on the highway, followed by an 
attempt to escape detection by continuing 
his rapid progress, I consider the injured 
party should be legally permitted to fire at 
the offender, the gun not to be used at a 
range exceeding forty yards, and the shot 
with which it is loaded not to be of a larger 
size than No. 8 or 9. 

Though in the circumstances I allude 
to the bombardment would merely take 
effect on the back of the culprit, and would 

result in no appreciable injury to him, it 
would surely tend to his exercising more civility and caution 
on future occasions.

Or his suggestion for ‘a spot cure’ for a common cold:

Make a spot (a stamp or a piece of plaster will do) on the wall 
opposite you as you lay in bed. Drink the strongest whisky 
and water in bed until you can see three spots instead of one. 
Blow out the candle if you can, (or safer, arrange for someone 
to come in and do this for you) and in the morning your cold 
will have disappeared. 

A Victorian Eccentric

John Pearson
remembers a multi-talented Victorian sportsman
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Nicholas Park, in the book Real Golf, recalls the story of 
Payne-Gallwey sharing a railway carriage with a rather aloof 
middle-aged lady, who resisted all attempts at conversation. 
Both parties spent much of the remainder of the journey dozing. 
As they were preparing to leave the train Sir Ralph remarked 
that although they could not have been said to have had much 
conversation, ‘at least we have slept together’. 

The Golfer
Payne-Gallwey was also a golfer, though few records survive 
of his prowess. Park reported that a course existed within the 
grounds of Thirkleby Hall, which he inherited, along with the 
baronetcy in 1887. He was also a member of Ganton GC, where 
a lasting memorial survives in the lounge. A small glass case 
on the mantlepiece contains a stuffed hoopoe, a small summer 
visitor to Britain, which Sir Ralph killed in full flight in 1910, not 
with one of his deadly fowling pieces, but with a full drive. 

The first conflation of his interests in archery and golf came 
with challenge matches reported in the national and golf-
ing press in 1906.1 Sir Ralph pitted his antique Turkish bow 
against the conventional golfing equipment of Willie Hunter, 
Professional at the Richmond Golf Club. The bow was of unu-
sual resilience, capable, he believed of firing an arrow over 700 
yards. In his first match against Hunter, he regularly achieved 
300-350 yards. Confident of the length advantage this would give 
him, he conceded a third (equivalent to six strokes) to Hunter. 
But he had some difficulty in the first match in the spring of 
1906, in gauging distance for the shorter shots. And once on 
the greens he had to revert to conventional putting, at which he 
was inferior to the professional. He went down easily by 5/4. He 
organised a return match over the same links a few weeks later, 
which was played even, and ended all square. Other matches, in 
the autumn of the same year against a fellow member at Ganton, 
went both ways. An account, with details of the special rules and 
a portrait of Sir Ralph, appears in the rear bar of the clubhouse. 
But the unusual format did not catch on and we have no further 
reports. The Turkish bow was passed down to the headquarters 
of The Society of Archer-Antiquarians in Surrey. 

The stuffed hoopoe in the lounge at Ganton GC
Image courtesy of Ganton Golf Club

Around this time he filed a patent for a revolutionary putter 
with a cylindrical head that revolved round a spindle that would 
normally have formed the blade of the putter. The cylinder 
formed the hitting surface, so that the club would strike the ball 
without imparting either backspin or overspin.² Advertisements 
and critical comment appeared in Golf Illustrated in 1907, but the 
club was not successful, and examples are rare. One appeared in 
the 2008 Jeff Ellis sale in New York, and made $5000.

Experiments on the ballistics of the rubber-core ball
When the writer Pembroke A Vaile was casting around for evi-
dence on the efficiency of the rubber-core ball in the late 1900s, 
Sir Ralph offered to help. Vaile had taken particularly against 
the bramble-like pattern of the new ball and was convinced it 
could be improved. 

Payne-Gallwey’s initial approach was to use a miniature ver-
sion of his siege engine, which was capable of projecting a golf 
ball 180-200 yards, the distance of a respectable drive. He used 
the machine in both hurling and hitting mode – hurling being 
its conventional use. In hitting mode, he used balls suspended 
by fine gossamer silk. He tested balls of various sizes and surface 
design, including solid gutties. As with experiences of Tom 
Morris and Allan Robertson with the very early gutties in St 
Andrews only 50 or so years earlier, the smooth balls flew badly, 
ducking sharply after 50-100 yards. Payne-Gallwey travelled to 
Ganton and hired Ted Ray to repeat the experiment in live play. 
The result was the same and Ray soon abandoned the smooth 
balls. Gentle nicking of their gutta percha cover with a penknife 
soon restored normal flight characteristics.3

The results of all the experiments with a variety of cover 
patterns confirmed that balls with rough covers flew better than 
those with smooth – up to a point. When the cover became too 
rough, the ball flew less further and was inclined to soar, espe-
cially into the wind. Payne-Gallwey, to Vaile’s great pleasure, 
concluded that the surface of the bramble balls was too rough. 

Advertisement in Golf Illustrated for Sir Ralph’s Roller putter 

A Victorian eccentric
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Manufacturing consistency
In the course of these first experiments, Payne-Gallwey had 
noted that a number of balls had swerved noticeably in mid-
flight; in some cases, he spotted a double movement. Using 
callipers, he first measured the sphericity of the balls. The solid 
gutty balls were the most regular, and not prone to swerving in 
flight. On the other hand, the new rubber-core balls, which were 
more inclined to swerve, were found to be more irregular. 

The rubber-core balls under test were similar in size to the 
modern one, all measuring between 1.66 and 1.70 inches in 
diameter. However their weights were much lighter than cur-
rently, typically 1.38 – 1.44 ounces, compared with the modern 
specification of not more than 1.62 ounces. This made the early 
rubber-core balls inclined to soar in flight and to float in water. 
Payne-Gallwey turned his attention to the centre of gravity of 
his ‘floaters’. 

He found that after some seconds, the balls adopted a 
consistent floating position. After marking the portion of the 
ball that consistently sat clear of the water, he set the ball in the 
water with the marked point downwards.  He then measured 
how long an individual ball took to adopt its resting position. 
He hypothesised that those balls that took the shortest time to 
assume resting position were those where the centre of grav-
ity of the ball was most acentric. Conversely, those balls that 
took longest to reach resting position, or reached inconsistent 

positions, were those where the centre of gravity of the ball 
coincided most closely with its geographical centre. For balls 
that did not float, including some gutties, Payne-Gallwey con-
ducted the experiments in a solution that was sufficiently saline 
for them to float.  

The general conclusion from this series of experiments was 
that the guttie balls were of more consistent manufacture, with 
truer centres of gravity than the new rubber-core balls. 

Putting Experiments
Payne-Gallwey then embarked on another series of simple, 
but elegant experiments to test the trueness of roll of the gutty 
v rubber-core balls. At one end of his billiard table, he set up 
what, from his description, sounds like an early stimpmeter, 
a tapered ramp made of lead, with a groove, down which the 
experimental balls could be rolled to the other end. Here, he 
placed a thimble at around the spot position for the black ball. 
With an accurately-turned wooden ball, he could knock down 
the thimble 50 out of 50 times. But the acentric rubber-core 
balls tended to veer of to either side, sometimes so far as to 
drop into the side pockets. Again the message was clear: the 
new rubber-core balls were certainly livelier than the old gutty, 
and flew further, but they were inconsistent in manufacture, and 
unpredictable in performance, especially on the putting green. 

Payne-Gallwey then published his results. Not for him the 
pages of the scientific magazine Nature, which Professor Tait 
had used in the 1890s to publicise his earlier experiments on the 
importance of backspin. Instead he submitted his findings to 
the correspondence columns of The Times. They took up three 
columns of close type; the results were picked up b the popular 
golfing press and summarised in Nature.4

Soon after, Payne-Gallwey used his experimental findings 
to design his own rubber-core ball. Probably contracted out 
to a trade manufacturer, it had light hexagonal markings, was 

Sir Ralph’s antique Turkish bow
Image courtesy of Ganton Golf Club

The PG was gently dimpled and of distinct aesthetic appeal
Image courtesy of Mullock’s Auctions
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available in two sizes, ‘small’ and ‘standard’, and was claimed in 
advertisements that appeared in Golf Illustrated, to be ‘superior 
to all others in both carry and putting accuracy’. Payne-Gallwey 
marketed the balls himself by mail order, through his secretary 
at Thirkleby, branding the ball as ‘The P-G’. 5

Golf Illustrated endorsed his advertising claims for superior 
flight characteristics, and true roll on the greens, and said that 
any profits from sale of the ball would be donated to charity.. 
But again, this commercial venture does not appear to have 
been successful; very few of the balls survive. One was sold at 
Mullock’s 2010 Open Championship sale for £500.  

Later Years
Ralph Payne-Gallwey continued with his publications in the 
1900s and beyond. Still writing on field sports, he published 
High Pheasants in 1912. In an excursion into conventional 
history, he published The Scaffold ‘George’ of Charles I in 1908 
and The Mystery of Maria Stella, Lady Newborough in 1907. The 
prolific Google references are testament to the importance of his 
original research into ancient weaponry, and to his considerable 
skills as a country sportsman. As late as 2009 his name appeared 
in a list of the 100 best shots of all time, published in The Field. 
Most of his published works on shooting and weaponry are still 
in print.

But his final years were marked by tragedy. His only son and 
heir, William, was a Captain in the Grenadier Guards, who was 
decorated for service in the Boer War, but survived only a few 
weeks into World War I before he was reported as Missing in 
action, believed killed.  Sir Ralph refused to believe the sad news 

and died in November 1916. 
The estate was broken up and sold after the death of his 

mother in the early 1920s, the fine panelling of the Hall ending 
up in New York. The fate of his extensive library is unknown, but 
some of the contents of his gun-room exist within the sporting 
collections of the National Armouries Museum at Leeds. Some 
of his sporting records can be viewed in the North Yorkshire 
County Archives at Northallerton.  His widow, Alice, survived 
into her 90s until 1952. The baronetcy continued until 2008.
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Notes
1.  Accounts of P-G’s matches against Hunter are found in Golf 
Illustrated of 13th July, 1906, and the Scotsman of 19th July.

2.  Golf Illustrated reviewed the Roller putter on 13th December, 1907

3.  Payne-Gallwey’s experiments on the consistency of manufacture 
of the rubber-core ball are outlined in Eddie Park’s Real Golf (Quick 
Books, 1990) and PA Vaile’s The Soul of Golf (Macmillan, 1911)

4. The articles appeared in two issues of the Times: on the 16th and 23rd 
of March, 1909

5. Examples of ads for the P-G a in Golf Illustrated are on the 20th of 
June, 1911, 14th of May, 1912 and the 12th of August, 1913

Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey pictured in his gun room at Thirkleby Hall. On the floor, to his left, are a crossbow and model seige engine; 
to his right, three of his enormous punt guns; and on his extreme right, bows and arrows, and his golf clubs
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If you’ve ever felt the pressure of teeing up on the first 
at Prestwick or in the good old days on the Road Hole at St 
Andrews – with its dreaded black sheds and the coal yard 
– you will know as sure as night follows day that railways 

and golf go together. However, judged by her remarkable indif-
ference to the train at Sheringham, that thought may have been 
lost on Joyce Wethered. When she won her first English Ladies 
Championship in 1920, the eighteen-year old veteran studied 
the line on the seventeenth green ‘with such concentration as to 
be completely oblivious of the 4.20pm train out of Sheringham 
rattling past behind her!’ 1 Bernard Darwin said ‘I have always 
wondered whether this was not a ghost train that haunted her 
admirers wherever she played.’ 2 

It’s Quicker by Rail!

Dudley Woods
on

Promotional booklets and pamphlets for golfers

There are few things more evocative of golf in the early days 
than the country branch line. Some courses must almost have 
owed their very existence to it. As Darwin reminds us: ‘the 
journey, in dear departed second-class carriages with their red 
upholstery, was slow but eminently friendly and agreeable.’ 3 
And years later when the motor car superseded the railway, he 
wrote: ‘the golfer dependent on a train was much more inclined 
to dine where he had golfed and, like Mr Jorrocks, to sleep where 
he had dined.’ 

Darwin had fond memories of ham sandwiches eaten on 
Minster station in order to save precious time for an afternoon 
round at Royal St George’s. Bernard admitted that with a car 
one could get to a golf course whenever one liked. However, he 
recalled it was great fun catching the train soon after nine o’clock 
on a Sunday morning from Waterloo to Woking. Moreover, one 
got to know well all those who travelled by train. Golf was such 
a friendly affair in those days. Cannon Street station on a Friday 
evening, more especially in the winter, was a gathering-place of 
the friendly clans, bound for Rye or Sandwich, and 13s 6d was 
all one paid for a first-class return. 4 

The Golfers’ and Anglers’ Guide
In 1921 the North British Railway published its Golfers’ and 
Anglers’ Guide, a 68-page booklet. It contained a brief descrip-
tion of golf clubs and facilities, the best fishing, streams and 
lochs and sea-bathing resorts. It had a beautiful paper cover 
designed by W Reynolds and a coloured map of all towns and 
villages served by trains. Edinburgh was its operational base, 
with branch lines running to Carlisle, Silloth, Newcastle, and 
Mallaig in the far north-west. The Waverley line ran through 
the Borders to Carlisle. The publication claimed that its ‘railway 
encircles, encroaches and intersects the whole of picturesque 
Scotland and directly traverses the districts richest in histori-
cal associations and some interest, yet at every stage the golfer 
finds himself within easy reach of a good course’. It was flowery 
language to be sure, but it had the desired effect and attracted 
sportsmen from far and wide. It immediately set a new standard, 
with details of individual courses including telephone numbers, 
the date of the club’s inauguration, the name of its honorary 

This early booklet by the NBR had interesting golfing content 
within its substantial 68 pages. Two-thirds actual size

Image courtesy of the Naional Railway Museum, York
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secretary, members’ and visitors’ fees, Sunday play, the length of 
the course and individual holes and a host of other useful infor-
mation. It pre-dated by years the modern golfers’ guides that we 
know so well today. Carlisle and Silloth Golf Club, located on 
the Solway coast in the far west of Cumberland, was covered 
at some length as in those days it was owned by the railway. In 
their book, Golf at Silloth, 1890-2000, John Pearson and Peter 
Cusack recount its interesting history under the North British 
Railway. 5 Apparently it was the chairman of the railway’s board, 
the Marquis of Tweeddale, who suggested that a first class golf 
course might be formed on its attractive site.

Golf at Gleneagles
In 1921 the Caledonian Railway commissioned RJ Maclennan 
to produce hole by hole descriptions of the golf courses, which 
had been designed by James Braid. It followed the company’s 
dramatic railway poster captioned Fore! Gleneagles two years 
earlier. As Frank Pennink reminds us: ‘with its railway origin 
and choice of ideal terrain in incomparable surroundings, with 
greenkeeping second to none in expertise, it simply could not 
fail!’ 6 It was popular with American visitors right from the start; 
as David Hamilton reminds us ‘at a time of depression, some 
railway golfing hotels like Gleneagles prospered.’ 7 According 
to Patric Dickinson ‘Gleneagles is something that was created, 
and exists, sheerly to please.’ 8 This project incorporated the 
Caledonian Railway Hotel, built before the First World War. 
Maclennan’s Golf at Gleneagles is a beautifully-produced 
book of 144 pages and an appendix. It has a hard cover 
and the text is heavy with Scotticisms, history and local 
wildlife and there are frequent allusions to eagles. A rare 
book, nowadays it commands high prices. The exotic 
cover design incorporates the motto Heich abune 
the Heich, the translation of which is ‘High above 
the High.’ That was the message the company was 
promoting. 

It also has nice vignettes in the margins. There 
are pictures of the holes and leading personalities 
that played there, including Hutchinson, Braid, 
Massy, Duncan, Cecil Hutchinson, Vardon and 
Ray. And an integral feature is an explanation 
of the elaborate names of the holes on the 
King’s Course, from The Deil’s Creel to Denty 
Den and Warslin Lea. James Braid is com-
memorated by a hole called Braid’s Brawest. 
As Darwin pointed out, they were not to 
everyone’s taste. In a section titled The 
Pilgimage Maclennan wrote: ‘All railways 
and all roads lead to Gleneagles. The Caledonian 
Railway and the Great North Road, each connecting London 
with Perth and the far North, pass within half-a-mile of the golf 
course.’ He continued: ‘Golfers also travel by air, and a feature 
of the facilities during the last two seasons was the golfers’ 
aeroplane service between Glasgow and Gleneagles.’ 

A Round of Golf on the LNER
Four years later and augmenting a poster campaign – the subject 
of a recent article in Through the Green – in 1925 the London 
and North Eastern Railway (LNER) continued its successful 
policy of appealing to golfers. It encouraged them to travel by 
train, this time by the way of more substantial booklets and of 
a superior quality. It had the foresight to commission Bernard 
Darwin, the best-known golf writer of the age, to produce a 
delightful pocketbook and aide-memoire, A Round of Golf on 
the London and North Eastern Railway, in which he extolled 
the virtues of 23 leading courses that could be easily reached by 
the railway. Subsequent editions included others. It included a 
folding map of golf courses in Britain served by the LNER. The 
author’s foreword neatly sums up his aspirations: 

This little book contains accounts of various golf courses on 
the LNER. Some of them I have known long and intimately 
but all have pleasant and friendly memories for me. I hope 

that perhaps other people may be tempted to go 
and play on some of these and, if they 

do that they enjoy them as 
I did. 

Maclennan’s book was just one of a number of branded 
publications from the Caledonian Railway for their new hotel, 
including a map of Scotland and a book of Scottish dance tunes
Image courtesy of the National Railway Museum, York
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The company could hardly have chosen a better man. Available 
for a mere shilling, copies of even the most recent – the third 
edition published in 1937 – now change hands for upwards of 
£180; and in fine condition considerably more. This edition was 
titled simply A Round of Golf. It consists of 126 pages, illustrated 
with several plates from sepia-tone photographs, with two fold-
ing maps and plans of the courses. The first edition lists the 
English courses with their nearest stations and the second is 
devoted to those in Scotland. Nowadays the guides are not easy 
to find and of the three editions, the first is the scarcest and 
commands the highest prices. 

How the world had changed
A railway poster was even produced by the LNER to promote 
their golfing guide, and a similar publication by Jack Scott about 
salmon and trout fishing. It was entitled It’s Quicker by Rail, Two 
New Publications and was designed by one of the company’s 
leading artists, Tom Purvis. It shows a group of 
men with golf clubs and f i s h i n g 
bait, viewed through 
a 

carriage window and seen smoking pipes. There was a similar 
poster for women, with the caption It’s Quicker by Rail, Sixteen 
LNER Rambling Guides. More a pamphlet than a book, LNER 
of England and Scotland, was a modest sixteen-page publica-
tion produced around 1926 and was intended for the American 
market. As Sarah Baddiel reminds us, ‘the expansion of the 
railways and spread of tourism fostered a wonderful variety of 
colourful posters exhorting people to travel.’ 9 Even before the 
First World War upper-class golfers visited such places as Pau, 
Hyères, Biarritz, Evian les Bains and Monte Carlo’s Hôtel du 
Golf to play the game. And of course they travelled by train. In 
1900 the journey from London to Pau on the Sud Express took 
22 hours and the return fare was £10 6s 3d. 10 The world had 
certainly changed.   

Playing in quiet and privacy
Further editions of Darwin’s promotional booklet contain 
detailed reviews of 43 courses and 31 photographs. Cruden Bay 
on the LNER’s East Coast Route was given three illustrations, 
more than any other course. It almost certainly indicates the 
railway’s preoccupation with promoting its latest hotel. Sadly in 
the long run, its efforts proved unsuccessful and the train service 
was withdrawn in 1932. The impressive red granite building with 
almost 100 bedrooms was requisitioned as a military hospital in 
1939 and eventually closed six years later.11 The unique railway 
guide was an in-depth study, featuring not only a description 
of each course and how to play it but also the green fee. No 
aspiring holiday golfer could be without it, although Scotsmen 
may not have been impressed that Muirfield was listed under 
a chapter heading of North Berwick and its Satellites. And the 
author goes on to say ‘if you have the necessary credentials you 
may play here in quiet and privacy!’ One suspects that Darwin 
implied that playing on the hallowed turf of such a prominent 
golf club was problematical and hinting that holiday golfers 
should stay away. The author could be effusive even about less 
than top-flight courses. He said of Bamburgh: ‘the view is so 
compellingly beautiful we really have to look at it, no matter 
how critical the shot.’

The Big Four
The Big Four railway companies – the Great Western 
(GWR), Southern (SR), London Midland and Scottish 
(LMS) and London North Eastern (LNER) Railways 
watched one another’s publicity campaigns like hawks 
and Darwin’s booklet was soon followed by Golf at 
its Best on the LMS, written by Dell Leigh, and Some 
Friendly Fairways, by EP Leigh-Bennett, a Southern 
Railway production around 1930. The latter is a 

charming publication of 57 pages with illustrations and 
pictorial board covers. Copies can usually be had for about £40. 
It contains a series of impressions by a distinguished writer of 
well- and lesser-known golf courses served by the Southern 
Railway. Most of the studies appeared originally in The Bystander 
magazine. The author was originally a journalist employed by The Third Edition of Darwin’s handbook
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the company to write general articles concerning train services 
for its monthly publication, Over the Points. He then went on to 
write numerous guides about golf courses served by the railway, 
which gave less narrative, and more detail such as location and 
green fees. They included Southern Golf with illustrations in 
1935.

Although another publication, Golf Courses on the Great 
Western Railway Company, predated Darwin’s title around 1923, 
it was little more than a pamphlet listing the various courses. 
However, it was blessed with a foreword written by the notable 
golf course architect, Harry Colt. The Great Western followed 
this with a booklet in 1937 called Golf Courses Served by the 
GWR. It was an improvement on its earlier effort although both 
publications – like Darwin’s – contained large pull-out colour 
maps of the courses. Nowadays all the titles are very collectable 
and – although expensive at around £200 – are still available at a 
fraction of the prices commanded by railway posters. However, 
an endemic problem with publications that were essentially 
used as travel guides is that it becomes increasingly difficult to 
find copies in good condition. Nevertheless all are attractive and 
usually fetch considerable sums at auction.

A cup of tea and the first cigarette
The London Midland and Scottish Railway lost no time in emu-
lating Darwin’s guide. Not to be outdone, Leigh’s book – also 
published in 1925 – describes 30 different courses from Barassie 
to Windermere and has 117 pages and a large fold-out map show-
ing the routes of the LMS. It takes one back to a different age. 
Whether publication was rushed to meet the fierce competition 
is difficult to say but although it contains photographs of each 
course, curiously they were taken in the winter or during bad 
weather! However, it is an invaluable historical resource since 
it lists virtually every course then in existence, including many 
that no longer exist. A third of them were nine-hole courses. 
An integral feature was a six-page colour insert advertising 
hotels throughout the railway network. It was a beautifully 
produced publication and, becoming scarce, leading dealers ask 
in excess of £300 for a good copy. The author certainly did an 
excellent promotional job; here is Leigh’s description of arriv-
ing by train to play at Dornoch: ‘The joyous awakening in the 
sleeper at Pitlochry in the early morning; the up-flung blind to 
the panorama of loveliness of loch and crag and sun-splashed 
streams, the cup of tea and the first cigarette lying there in 
regal luxury!’ 

Describing the journey to play in Ulster, he writes: ‘A 
most comfortable railway boat lying alongside. The night-
cap (with soda) before the big open coal fire in the saloon. 
Bed in a warm and well-appointed cabin. The awakening 
to early morning tea in Belfast harbour’ and above all ‘the 
soft Irish air!’ It is evocative of a lost era but the author tackles 
the interminable Irish Question in a typically forthright man-
ner. He is happy to report there is nothing for the Englishman 
to worry about as ‘Northern Ireland is ultra-loyal.’ However, 
not long before an English soldier, Field-Marshall Sir Henry 

Wilson, was gunned down by Irish assassins in a London street. 
He had been acting as the military adviser of Ulster after the 
war. Ironically, Dell Leigh warned that an Englishman might 
be received rather coolly at some Scottish clubs. Perhaps he 
spoke from experience as the author was clearly a quintessential 
Sassenach himself! The hardback first edition was succeeded 
by a second in softback. A third edition published around 1928 
was modified and given a different title, Twelve of the Best on the 
LMS. It was followed by a fourth edition a few years later.

Golfing pamphlets and ephemera
As we have seen the 1920s and 1930s saw a number of well-
designed booklets, written by such distinguished golf writers 
as Darwin, Leigh and Leigh-Bennett, but modest pamphlets 
on the subject had been published as long ago as 1912. Possibly 
the earliest was Golf in Cambria, produced that year by the 
Cambrian Railway. Its attractive cover is subtitled Choice of a 
Score of Magnificent Links, Varied Hazards, Charming Views 
and Bracing Air. Included in the design is a rail map and the 
caption Travel by the Cambrian Railways. It was soon followed 
by Golfing Resorts on the Glasgow and South Western Railway in 
1914. There were other pamphlets, including numerous editions 

GWR published this hard-to-find guide in 1923
Image courtesy of Rhod McEwan

It’s quicker by train
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of the Southern Railway’s Golfing in Southern England and on 
the Continent published in the 1920s and early 1930s.

Included in such golf ephemera were the attractively-
designed bookmarks issued around 1910 by the Glasgow and 
South Western Railway. In the Far and Sure series of golf resorts, 
they include pictures of Sandy Herd, who won the champion-
ship in 1902 and such leading lights at the time as EB Blackwell, 
TR Fernie and HE Taylor. Herd’s bookmark lists the courses in 
Ayrshire within the orbit of the railway: it claims that 

in variety and number the golf courses reached by the railway 
are unsurpassed. There are nearly a hundred different courses 
including the famous Turnberry Links belonging to the 
Company, the championship and other courses at Prestwick, 
Troon, Gailes, Bogside, Ardeer, Bogside, Bridge of Weir, 
Kilmacolm, Machrihanish, etc. 

It went on to say: ‘Passengers between Scotland and Ireland can 
travel via Greenock, Ardrossan, Ayr or Stranraer. (Short Sea 
Passage 2½ hours). The Glasgow and South-Western trains con-
nect with steamers by all the routes.’ It also mentioned that the 
company had hotels at Glasgow (St Enoch Station), Dumfries, 
Ayr and Turnberry; and ‘they are all of the highest class, provid-
ing an excellent cuisine with a moderate tariff.’ A number of 
these bookmarks are illustrated in Sarah Fabian Baddiel’s 1989 
book, Golf, The Golden Years: A Pictorial Anthology and Golfing 
Ephemera two years later. 9

A conveniently passing express
From attractive posters to interesting promotional booklets, 
pamphlets and bookmarks, there have been countless connec-
tions between the game and the railway. The development of 
the railway system was staggering. Arguably the greatest single 
achievement of the Victorian engineers, this form of transport 
came to Prestwick in 1840. That was eleven years before the 
foundation of the golf club. The very first championship was 
played here in 1860. The main line to Glasgow still runs 
along the eastern boundary of the course and the first hole 
is named The Railway to this day. Arguably, it provides the 
hardest tee shot of them all and Frank Pennink insisted 
that the golfer would not be doing the wrong thing by tak-

ing an iron club. ‘His ammunition is the less likely thereby to 
be carried on by some conveniently passing express to Glasgow 
or Stranraer!’ 12 The railway runs the entire length of the first 
hole and as David Worley reminds us ‘by the time you reach 
the green the stone boundary wall is only a few feet away!’ 13 
According to the club’s impressive history of 1989: 

For many years there was a gate giving access from Prestwick 
Station’s platform directly onto the Club property, a warning 
bell system advising of the arrival of trains, and various 
quaint arrangements between the Club and, in time, the 
London Midland and Scottish Railway Company and, later 
British Rail. 14 

Apparently the railway has been an intrinsic part of the 
Prestwick story. 

It is not only diabolical bunkers that have threatened 
to bring down great men. Ironically, in the last round of the 

The top two booklets were produced by the Southern Railway, 
the lower one by handbook specialists Ed Burrows, for the 

Cambrian Railway in 1912
Images courtesy of Philip Truett
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championship at St Andrews in 1905, the great James Braid – 
leading comfortably at the fifteenth – drove his second onto 
the railway, which in those days formed part of the course. He 
recovered but was on the track again at the next, and still had 
the railway sheds to face at the Seventeenth! To his everlasting 
credit he managed to win with five shots to spare. Bernard 
Darwin, a great admirer of Prestwick, also wrote with affec-
tion of the fourth hole at Woking ‘which must have been seen 
by more railway travellers than any other hole in the world.’ 
After all, it is alongside the main line to Southampton. And as 
James Connelly, Woking Golf Club’s excellent historian, writes: 
‘members can draw comfort from the revelation that, even to 
Darwin’s practised eye, the railway linked menacingly and awful 
on the right!’ 15 And there are similar instances in other parts 
of the country.

You can’t let them do it, Barbara!
Tragically when in 1966 the Minister of Transport, threatened 
to close the line between Leuchars and St Andrews, Longhurst 
wrote ‘You can’t let them do it, Barbara. You can’t, really!’ but 
sadly she did. 16 No matter that Henry called it ‘the most memo-
rable train journey in the world’ with its unforgettable outline 
of the ‘Old Grey Town’, its spires and towers and the ruins of 
the cathedral. Years before, when referring to railway junctions, 
Bernard Darwin had written: ‘There is first of all – for it can-
not possibly occupy any lower place – Leuchars, change for St 
Andrews!’ 17 Sadly, it is now one of those lovely far-off things, 
although the line had been there since 1851. Distance no doubt 
lends enchantment to the view; but unfortunately it applies 
to any number of stations that were mentioned in Darwin’s A 
Round of Golf on the LNER all those years ago. Now one learns 
that the RAF might vacate Leuchars. Their jets have made an 
awful racket for years but – in the deafening silence – in future 
the holes at the turn may never seem quite the same again!

Oh, for the days when  Bob Ferrier said of  Prestwick and 
the railway ‘it opened up the entire coast, and made golf feasible 
at Prestwick and subsequently at Gailes, Barassie, Troon and 
Turnberry.’ 18 Ironically however, despite their affinity, golf clubs 
and the railways are sometimes at loggerheads. One fears the 
proposed high speed rail link between London and the North 
– if it goes ahead – will adversely affect not only one’s own golf 
club at Kenilworth in Warwickshire. That’s progress for you.
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Bernard Richard Meirion Darwin, to give him 
his full name, was one of the greatest golf writers 
ever to grace the game, and the man who practically 
invented the job of golf journalist. 

However, Darwin – whose answer to the 
often unstated question that went with such a 
famous surname was simply ‘grandson’ – was 
much more than a golf writer. He wrote on 
such subjects as diverse as Charles Dickens, 
dogs, Sherlock Holmes, WG Grace, rugby 
union and the games played at Eton, while 
his many unattributed fourth leaders in The 
Times were British essay writing at its best. 

Over the length of a glorious and prolific 
career, Bernard Darwin, or Bernardo as he 
was known to his friends, wrote for over 50 
different newspapers, magazines and peri-
odicals, with daily articles and reports in The 
Times for over 40 years and weekly articles 
on golf in Country Life running a prodigious 
54 years. He authored, both personally and jointly with others, 
many books on golf and other subjects such as wartime railways, 
cemeteries and coal companies. A number of organizations 
engaged him to write their histories and Darwin obliged, for a 
healthy fee no doubt. Darwin contributed chapters to numerous 
books and penned countless forewords and introductions for 
others. He was a writer in demand.

Promoting golf clubs
One little known aspect of Bernard Darwin’s work is the many 
golf club handbooks he authored. Golf club handbooks started 
to become popular after World War One, and Darwin, as the 
biggest name in golf writing, was soon called upon to write the 
course descriptions for a number of them. These were mostly 
published by the Golf Clubs Association (GW May, Limited), 
based at the time of Darwin’s first handbooks in Bedford Row 
in London, later moving to Publicity House on the Caledonian 
Road. Some clubs either published their handbooks themselves 
or used one of the smaller competitors, such as Ed J Burrows 
Co Limited of Cheltenham. All of Darwin’s handbooks were 

published by the Golf Clubs Association in London. The editor 
of Golfing magazine, Robert HK Browning, was also a prolific 
writer of these handbooks, and a number of other golfing 

luminaries got in on the action over the years, 
including Henry Longhurst, Henry Cotton 
and Tom Scott to name a few.

The first recorded handbook written 
by Darwin was published in 1921 for the 
Royal North Devon Golf Club – Westward 
Ho! In 1922 an edition was published of his 
handbook for Royal Liverpool, one of his 
favourite places in all of golf, while the same 
year saw his handbook printed for the Royal 
Wimbledon Golf Club as well as Formby. In 
1923 he wrote a handbook for the New Golf 
Club of St Andrews and the Royal West 
Norfolk Golf Club, and the following year his 
handbook for Sunningdale was published. In 
1925 handbooks were published for Tandridge, 
Teignmouth, East Devon and Knole Park, 

while the 1930s were a prolific period for Darwin’s handbooks.

Handbooks as reference source
Darwin was personally acquainted with the leading golf 
architects of the day, men such as Harry Colt, Tom Simpson, 
Herbert Fowler and Alister MacKenzie, and he had a passionate 
interest in golf course design. When writing his handbooks he 
often mentioned the architect of the course, or in the case of 
some recent alteration, the architect who had undertaken it. 
Accordingly his handbooks are rather useful in terms of archi-
tectural attributions, and one such example is the handbook he 
wrote for the Crowborough Beacon Golf Club in Crowborough, 
and published for the years 1926-27. While reading a copy of 
this handbook the author of this article noticed a reference by 
Darwin to Dr MacKenzie having undertaken recent alterations 
on the course. Darwin wrote:

The seventh is at the moment of writing being altered. As I 
played it, it was no more than a drive and a pitch, but the 
ingenious Dr. Mackenzie has made a much longer hole of it: 
first a carry over heather, then a second carry over a sunken 

The Golf Club Handbooks of Bernard Darwin

by
Neil Crafter
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by-road, and then a short pitch home to a narrow green, closely 
guarded on either flank. A five should be good enough for anyone 
there. 

After I contacted the Club they were quite surprised as they were 
unaware of any MacKenzie connection to their course, but following 
some focussed excavation into the Club’s archives confirmation was 
indeed found that MacKenzie altered the course in the mid 1920s. 
The Club purchased the handbook and recently reprinted an excel-
lent facsimile edition for sale to its members.

A tentative list of Darwin handbooks
Using the excellent golf book bibliography of Donovan and Jerris 
as a base, Washington-based Darwin collector and golf book dealer 
Peter Yagi and I expanded on the list of Darwin handbooks and the 
years the various editions were published by using library records, 
auction catalogues and direct contact with the golf clubs themselves. 
One of the difficulties with such a list is in knowing in which year a 
handbook was first published, as they never give an edition number, 
just a year, and then only in the period prior to World War Two. After 
the War handbooks were generally not dated and so publication 
dates have to be estimated from the printing style, photographs, 
advertisements or mentions in the text. 

Handbooks published by the Golf Clubs Association gen-
erally followed a standard format – the front cover often has 
Darwin’s name on it and after a couple of pages of advertise-
ments comes the title page, where the date, if there is one, is 
displayed. Sometimes a list of club officials is included, and after 
another advertisement, Darwin’s course description follows. These 
descriptions range from a basic outline of the course with some 
comments on each of the holes, that may take up five or so pages, 
to an elaborate one where, after an introduction, one page is 
allocated for a detailed description of each hole along with a hole 
plan, such as were included in the Cooden Beach GC booklets 
of 1936 and 1937. These detailed ones, though, are the exception 
rather than the rule. The descriptions are typically interspersed 
with photographs of the course and the clubhouse. There is usually 
a card of the course and its plan, details of club subscriptions and 
green fees, while local rules are generally included as well. After 
some more advertisements, often for local butchers, builders, 
confectioners, hostelries and the club professional, the back cover 
is reached. All have card covers, bound with staples and are in the 
order of 19cm high by 12cm in width.

Fine writing
Darwin is famous for his prose and his handbooks have many good 
examples. Like this opening paragraph from his Aldeburgh Golf 
Club handbook:

Aldeburgh is on the sea. Indeed these words faintly describe it, 
for as much of what was once Aldeburgh a long time ago has been 
swallowed by the sea, and its beautiful little old Moot Hall, once 
presumably in the heart of the town, now stands almost on the 
brink of the waves. Its golf course on the other hand is a mile or so 
inland, and yet the sea which has since been encroaching must in 
the black ages have receded; for it was once surely all over this golf 
course and left its sands behind it. Elegant covers with well-spaced 

lettering and minimal graphics

Darwin handbooks
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Here is Bernardo’s description of the fourth  hole, and his ability 
to paint word pictures draws the reader into his skilled framing 
of the hole and its hazards:

So far we have been hoping for fours: now at the fourth we 
may hope for our first three, but we may also be disappointed. 
This hole is only 130 yards long and we generally play it with 
a mashie niblick, but there is a serpentine and ubiquitous 
bunker with alarming black-boarded sides to be dealt with. 
To begin with we must carry it and then we must avoid it 
again for it keeps creeping and cranking in like a winding 
river, and many a ball with ever so little cut on it is engulfed at 
last. By way of compensation there is a friendly slope on the 
left that will turn us in towards the hole: we really need not go 
too near the bunker and we are always hoping for a two, but 
we sometimes play rackets in the bunker and take six.

For Ashridge Golf Club in Berkhamsted, Darwin elaborated on 
the course, its architectural heritage and strategic golf design:

The course was originally laid out by a trinity of distinguished 
architects – Major C. K. Hutchison, Major Sir Guy Campbell 
and Major Hotchkin – and they did their work very well. 
Subsequently Mr. Simpson took a hand in it. He did not 
change the design as a whole but made various minor but 
important alterations, and added a number of those ingenious 
finishing touches of which he is a master. In its final shape the 
course is as good and interesting as it is pretty, and demands 
not merely accurate but bold and adventurous golf. We are 
constantly trying to play our tee shot on a particular line 
in order to attain the right position from which to tackle 
the second, and in order to attain that strategic position 
we must run some risk in going near, but not too near, to a 
skilfully placed and magnetic bunker. Nature has been as little 
disturbed as possible. Trees have been cut down, but there is 
no lack of them left. In some places the ground rises and falls 
gently so as to produce those shallow winding valleys which 
the golfer’s soul loves, and these have been used skilfully and 
never monotonously.

Darwin’s handbooks are a microcosm of his wider writings 
and form a most readable – and collectable – component of his 
extensive portfolio. A list of Darwin’s club handbooks, and their 
known edition years, is given below.

Aberdovey Golf Club, ca1936, ca1959, ca1965, ca1971 
Aldeburgh Golf Club, 1936, 1939, ca1947
Ashridge Golf Club, 1937, 1938 
Berkhamsted Golf Club, ca1946 
Brancepeth Castle Golf Club, likely 1926, 1964, ca1966
Burhill Club, 1939
Burnham and Berrow Golf Club, 1938, ca1947, 1951 
Churston Golf Club, date not known
Cooden Beach Golf Club, 1935, 1936, 1937
Harewood Downs Golf Club, ca1948, ca1950, ca1955
Hunstanton Golf Club, 1928, 1937, 1939
Langley Park Golf Club Ltd, 1938-39
Minehead & West Somerset Golf Club, date not known
North Foreland Golf Club, 1939
North Hants Golf Club, 1938 
Prince’s Golf Club, ca1938 
St. Enodoc Golf Club, 1941, ca1947, ca1950, ca1952, 1953, 1955, 1957, 
ca1970, 1982 

The Beaconsfield Golf Club, 1926-27, 1939, 1947, ca1955, ca1963, not 
dated
The Berkshire Golf Club, 1930, 1931, 1934, 1938-39
The Bognor Golf Club, 1936, 1938 
The Carlisle & Silloth Golf Club, ca1946 
The Crowborough Beacon Golf Club, 1926-27, 1934, 1950, 1951 
The Dorset Golf Club, 1929, 1932, 1935
The Downe Golf Club, 1938
The East Devon Golf Club, 1925, 1933, 1934, 1936, ca1947, ca1949, 
1951, ca1955
The Farnham Golf Club, 1938, 1939 
The Formby Golf Club, 1922, 1925, 1927, 1928, 1934, 1938
The Frilford Heath Golf Club, 1938
The Harewood Downs Golf Club Ltd, ca1948, ca1950, ca1955
The Hayling Golf Club, ca1949, ca1950, ca1956, ca1958
The Ifield Golf Club, 1933, ca1947 edition was for The Ifield Golf and 
Country Club
The Ilkley Golf Club, 1928, 1931
The Knole Park Golf Club, 1925, 1926, 1938, ca1948
The Liphook Golf Club, ca1947
The Lucifer Golfing Society, 1942
The New Golf Club St Andrews, 1923 
The Oxhey Golf Club, 1934
The Rochester & Cobham Park Golf Club, 1938
The Royal Ashdown Forest Golf Club, ca1932, ca1934, 1938, 1939
The Royal Blackheath Golf Club, 1938, ca1947, ca1953
The Royal Cinque Ports Golf Club, 1926, 1928, 1935, 1936, 1938
The Royal Liverpool Golf Club, 1922
The Royal North Devon Golf Club, 1921,1927-28, 1938, 1939, 1940, 
1941, ca1946, ca1949, ca1951, ca1955, ca1956, ca1968
The Royal West Norfolk Golf Club, 1923
The Royal Wimbledon Golf Club, 1922
The Rye Golf Club, 1934, 1939
The St George’s Hill Golf Club, 1934
The Saunton Golf Club, 1926, 1936, 1937
The Sundridge Park Golf Club, ca1946
The Sunningdale Golf Club, 1924
The Tandridge Golf Club, 1925, 1929, ca1946
The Teignmouth Golf Club, 1925
The Walton Heath Golf Club, 1937, ca1947, ca1950, ca1954, ca1960, 
ca1965, ca1968, 1972 
The West Lancashire Golf Club, 1934, ca1948, 1951
The West Surrey Golf Club, 1938
The Woking Golf Club, ca1949, 1951
Welshpool Golf Club, ca1958
West Hill Golf Club, 1936, ca1946 
West Kent Golf Club, ca1951
West Sussex Golf Club, 1935
Willingdon Golf Club, ca1947
Worplesdon Golf Club, ca1946, ca1955, ca1970

It is by no means considered that the above list is complete 
and the author would be pleased to hear from anyone with an 
interest in Darwin’s handbooks or who may know of additional 
clubs or editions. He is also a collector of these handbooks and 

can be contacted by email on neil@golfstrategies.com.au 
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My Favourite Book on the Rules

As well as that nice little book the Rules of Golf, 
there are lots of ancillary books written about the 
Rules. These books have a variety of aims. They 
might attempt to simplify the 

Rules, often by way of pictures. They might 
discuss the application of the Rules in differ-
ent situations. They might describe unusual 
and tricky circumstances and how the Rules 
should be applied in those circumstances. 
They might describe how costly mistakes have 
been made through unintentional violation of 
the Rules – and so on. With one exception I 
have not come across a book that explains why 
the Rules are the way they are and, in so doing, 
makes clear why the Rules of Golf represents 
a great achievement on the part of the golf 
administrators of the R&A and the USGA. That 
exceptional book, and my favourite book, is The 
Principles Behind the Rules of Golf by Richard S 
Tufts, first published in 1960.

The best way to get the flavour of the book is through a few 
quotations. From the frontpiece:

This little book is respectfully dedicated to all lovers of the 
game of golf with apologies for the fact that it is somewhat 
on the heavy side and the warning that it is intended for their 
education and not their entertainment.

From Chapter 1:

It is difficult to understand how it is possible to become a 
devotee of golf without at least becoming inquisitive about 
the code which governs play. To be sure, the language of 
the Rules is dry and precise – it must be so. To understand 
the Rules demands careful reading and they can hardly be 
skimmed through lightly in one session. The Rules of Golf 
are indeed a beautifully balanced code, rich with logic, drama 
and the traditions of a great sport.

From Chapter 4:

How can the cold Rules be made to seem part and parcel of 
a warm game like golf? Fortunately there is a way. Running 
through the Rules are underlying principles that, like steel 
rods which lie below the surface of reinforced concrete, serve 
to bind together the brittle material and give it strength. 
Whereas these principles are seldom specifically referred to 
in the Rules, they are well recognised by all who work with 
the Rules and can serve excellently as a guide, not only in 
working with the Rules but also in becoming acquainted with 
them.

At the end of the book Tufts summarises the principles he has 
discussed in detail. The summary consists of twelve short and 
clear statements of the two great principles and the ten working 

principles. There are many golfers who believe 
that the rules of golf are unnecessarily complex 
and often unfair or too harsh. I believe that if 
they were to read and understand these twelve 
principles they would have a greater apprecia-
tion of the Rules and realise what a splendid 
job the R&A and the USGA perform.

The man
Richard Tufts was an important figure in golf. 
He was active in the USGA and its President 
in 1956/57. As well as being an authority on 
the Rules, he was very influential in ensuring 
that the R&A and the USGA worked closely 
together and that the amateur aspect of golf 
was maintained. His other important role in 

golf was as the proprietor, and the preserver of high standards, 
of one of the earliest and most famous golf resorts in America. 
The Pinehurst golf courses and resort were a Tufts family busi-
ness founded in 1895. Richard was President of Pinehurst Inc 
until 1970 when, much against his wishes, it was sold to the 
Diamondhead Corporation.

Availabilty
The Principles Behind the Rules of Golf is available from the usual 
online sellers. Prices vary widely depending on edition and 
condition. Current listings that I have seen range from US$70 
to US$1250, the latter being the self-published first edition.

Another favourite
Bear with me while I name one other book: Golf as I Play It by 
Ronnie White of Royal Birkdale Golf Club, published by Bell 
& Sons in 1953. Interestingly, a number of the instructional 
photographs in the book were taken at Royal Liverpool, where 
the author was a member at the time of publication. White was 
of course a distinguished golfer and the quintessential amateur. 
I learned everything there is to know about golf technique 
entirely from this book more than 50 years ago. I knew exactly 
where it was located on the shelves of the local public library 
and borrowed it time and time again. I eventually acquired my 
own copy from the excellent Quarto Bookshop in St Andrews 
a year or so before it closed. Ronnie White’s book is clear and 
simple. Why bother with any other instruction book?

by 
Michael Sheret

Richard S Tufts
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entering the Station-Master’s garden

David Hamilton 
explains how this St Andrews garden

gained its place in golfing heritage

In the 1880s, golf spread rapidly outwards from its 
ancient origins in the east coast of Scotland. The growing 
number of clubs in England and elsewhere, keen to play 
the new game well, sought help with its arcane rules, and, 

in awe of the traditions of the game, they turned to the rules 
used by the Royal and Ancient Golf Club when playing over 
the Old Course, called the ‘St Andrews Rules’ at the time. Some 
of the activists in England were in any case members of that 
club and had used the Club’s long-standing, fairly simple code: 
any more complex incidents at play were easily dealt with by 
agreement between gentlemen. The R&A were often asked for 
a copy of their Rules and these were provided, with occasional 
reluctance.1 When the Rules arrived and were studied, there 
was a mysterious clause. This was a puzzling reference to the 

penalty for a ball entering ‘the Station-masters Garden’. This 
was embedded in the main rules at Rule X, not in any ‘Local 
Rules’ at the end, since there were no Local Rules. Some clubs 
printed the R&A Rules unchanged for themselves and this 
naturally included the reference to the procedure when a ball 
entered the Garden. For this reason the Garden is remembered 
occasionally, with amusement or puzzlement, by writers on the 
history of the game, as ‘something to do with’ the emergence of 
the out-of-bounds rules. This is correct.

The Garden
The Garden belonged to the house built in 1879 for the senior 
railwayman and it survives today as the Jigger Inn, close to the 
Old Course Hotel on the right-hand side of the seventeenth hole.  
On the extensive linksland at St Andrews, the ball was played 
where it lay, even from the railway line or from ‘any adjacent 
part of the county of Fife’. The one place from which it could not 
be played was the Station-master’s Garden, since it seems that it 
was agreed not to trouble this respected local figure by entering 
his property and attempting a shot. The hole in the gutta era 
was a par/bogey five, and the ball could reach the Garden from 
a sliced second shot from the fairway or if the ball after the drive 
reached the Goods Yard and lay on its mounds of stored fine 
coal called chirls.2 A shot could be attempted and the line to 
the green was directly over the Station-masters Garden. About 
1885 the R&A had agreed that a ball therein was picked up and 
deemed to be ‘lost’ and in the then-dominant match-play, under 
Rule X, the hole was conceded.

Out-of-Bounds
The new clubs who obtained the St Andrews Rules usually did 
not have the luxury of boundless open space adjacent to their 
course, indeed quite the reverse. Land for a new club had to 
be bought or rented on a tight budget and a compact course 
was then constructed within these constraints. Balls regularly 
left the confines of the new courses. In the absence of guidance 
from St Andrews, the new clubs decided on their own what to 
do with balls reaching beyond their boundaries, increasingly 
calling them ‘out-of-bounds’ in local rules. These developed 

This 1888 map shows the line of the railway, now removed. A 
sliced second shot on the Seventeenth might go into the Station-

master’s Garden
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in an anarchic way with penalties ranging in match-play from 
stroke and distance to just distance or loss of hole. The world 
of golf beyond St Andrews was waiting for an acknowledgment 
of the existence of ‘out-of-bounds’ and authoritative advice on 
appropriate penalties. But guidance on this and other matters 
was slow to appear from St Andrews.

Some leading golfers in England became impatient and 
Donald Cameron has recently looked in detail at the unrest in 
the 1880s.3 This featured in a very public debate carried out in 
the columns of The Field, and moves were made to set up a 
national ruling body for golf, which would draw up one uniform 
code, and Royal Wimbledon took the lead in 1884.4 In 1886 the 
Royal Isle of Wight Club drew up a detailed set of rules for its 
own use which it claimed ominously ‘shall suit all greens alike, 
since the want of such a set has long been felt’. The Isle of Wight’s 
Rule 51 identified areas of ‘Out of Bounds’ and the penalty was 
stroke and distance.

At the R&A there was a near-fatal reluctance to respond. In 
1891 a short-lived Sub-committee did take a fresh look at the 
Rules, but announced there would be no fundamental changes. 
But as pressure continued for national leadership, the R&A 
at last moved in autumn 1897 to set up a formal Rules of Golf 
Committee.  Earlier revisions had been for the Club’s own use, 
but the new permanent Committee had a wider agenda, not only 
charged with producing a revised set of rules for use by all, but 

also to make judgments on any problems brought to them from 
outside.5 This Committee met regularly. The fifteen members 
included Horace Hutchinson, HSC Everard, Freddie Tait, John 
L Low and the chairman was Benjamin Hall Blyth, known as 
the ‘Prime Minister of Golf ’.6 Others were watching the events. 
In Chicago, Charles B Macdonald was keen to establish rules in 
America for out-of-bounds, and said so to the R&A.

Historians have assumed that all went smoothly thereafter, 
but instead it appears that there were tensions within the 
Committee. Soon after, their differences spilled over into a 
wave of letter-writing in one of the golf magazines, recalling 
the similar earlier public dispute in The Field over proposals for 
a national golf organisation. This second, prolonged and rather 
petty dispute among the great and good of golf in the columns 
of Golf Illustrated has meant that the Station-master’s Garden 
gained its firm place in the annals of golf.

Enter Horace Hutchinson.
The correspondence lasted for four months starting in late 1898, 
the year after the Rules of Golf Committee had been set up. 
One Committee member was Horace Hutchinson, a prolific 
contributor to the golf literature of the day and he had published 
his Hints on the Game of Golf in 1886. He then edited the hugely 
successful Badminton Library volume Golf in 1890 which was 
rapidly re-printed and by 1898 was in its sixth edition.  Starting 

The protagonists: Everard and Hutchinson, both senior R&A men, with literary backgrounds
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the previous year he had also written an influential column in 
the magazine Country Life. In Golf magazine on November 18th 
1898, while the Rules Committee were at work, he produced 
one of his many prolix, legalistic and scholarly articles dealing 
on this occasion with the rules. This provoked at least one of 
his fellow-Committee members. Entitled ‘Cases in Court’ it 
was an examination of what he said were three current rules 
controversies. Discussing one of them, Hutchinson raised the 
well-known and unsatisfactory situation that the St Andrews 
Rules said nothing about ‘out-of-bounds.’7 In view of this silence, 
he suggested that players should know of, and bow to, the usual 
‘form’ at St Andrews, ie the usual practice there. There was one 
place on the Old Course which, he said, could be termed out-of-
bounds and this was the Station-master’s Garden. The practice 
at the seventeenth hole, recalled Hutchinson, was that when a 
ball had entered the Garden in match-play it was deemed a lost 
ball and in match-play, the dominant mode of the day, a lost ball 
meant loss of the hole. Although the Garden was not deemed to 
be out-of-bounds, since the term was not used at St Andrews, 
Hutchinson proposed that the local ‘lost ball/lost hole’ mantra 
could be applied to an out-of-bounds ball at other courses.

So far, so good, though perhaps he was speaking out of 
turn and pre-empting what the Committee might decide. But 
Hutchinson then added something that was to trigger the 
rather heated controversy. In match-play, he opined, once the 
first player’s ball was in the Garden, the opponent need not 
play his shot. The hole had been lost, the winner picked up, and 
the players advanced to the eighteenth tee. This extra advice 
seems self-evident.  But the correspondence that followed was 
surprisingly voluminous, complex and personal, and rumbled 
on for four months.

The first reaction was an immediate response from a fellow 
Rules of Golf Committee member, HCS Everard. This aloof old-
Etonian, who lived in St Andrews, was author of the respected 
book of instruction Golf in Theory and Practice published in 

1896, two years earlier, and it covered much the same ground 
as Hutchinson’s earlier work. Everard had also written for the 
golf magazines, notably a series on ‘Eminent Golfers’ which 
appeared in Golf magazine starting from its first number in 
1891, and he would later compile the R&A club history in 1907. 
In his letter, Everard flatly denied Hutchinson’s claim about the 
procedure followed by local players at St Andrews. Everard said 
instead that the custom in match-play was that after a player’s 
ball had entered the Garden, the opponent had also to play his 
shot. This risked entering the Garden, and if this happened, the 
hole was halved.

The gloves were off: it seems that Everard at least was look-
ing for a fight. Hutchinson repeated his ‘pick up and move 
on’ claim in the magazine, but immediately a correspondent 
hiding under the pseudonym ‘St George's’ backed up Everard, 
stating provocatively that since Hutchinson played so little 
at St Andrews he could not know the local form.8 This was a 
rather mean-spirited claim, as Hutchison had won the Amateur 
Championship there in 1886 and would gain eight R&A Club 
medals eventually. Hutchinson hit back, deploring anonymous 
letters, comparing it to being ‘potted from behind a hedge’ 
and stood his ground that the penalty was immediate loss of 
hole. Everard retaliated and added that, if he was an umpire 
at a match and a ball entered the Garden at the Seventeenth, 
he would insist not only that the second player make his shot, 
risking entering the Garden, but that it be a fair strike, not a 
token tap or taps, thus avoiding the Garden.

Support appears
Then things looked up for Hutchinson. First up in support 
was Freddie Tait, another Committee member and reigning 
Amateur Champion, who complained of fellow-Committee 
member Everard’s ‘tedious and irrelevant contributions’. Mure 
Fergusson, also on the Committee, supported Hutchinson and 
heavy-weight golfing administrators Hall Blyth and John L Low 
additionally confirmed Hutchinson’s view that the second player 
need not play when the opponent’s ball was in the Garden. 
Everard and ‘St George's’ were now apparently isolated, but 
Everard played his trump card. Tom Morris, he said, supported 
his view that the ‘lost ball/immediate hole loss’ custom did not 
exist, and that the opponent had indeed to play his shot, with 
the risks.

Everard’s stance is puzzling. Perhaps old scores were being 
settled, but perhaps there was another agenda, namely a strug-
gle for authority in golf writing and journalism. Hutchinson 
had obtained effortless and elegant domination of the golfing 
literature up to this time, but Everard, ten years older, and start-
ing later, was building up his own golf journalism. Picking this 
fight with Hutchinson might help establish himself as Mr Golf 
in writing about this part of the sporting world.

The Editor of Golf was moved to remark on the muddle 
emerging in his letters column, and doubtless he was pleased 
to carry such a high-level falling-out among golf ’s great and 
good. They were supposed to be deliberating on a modernised 

Freddie Tait weighs into the argument in the correspondence 
pages of Golf
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new code, yet were jousting in his magazine in a hardly gen-
tlemanly way. The Editor also pointed out that the Amateur 
Championship had been held at St Andrews four times and that 
the gentlemen players still seemed to be in a muddle about the 
procedure at this famous hole.  Perhaps they had just muddled 
through in a gentlemanly manner, the Editor considered, and, 
a little hazy on their own rules, resolved incidents by good 
sportsmanship rather than by referring to stuffy codes.

Wider issues
The letters to Golf continued into 1899 and even murkier 
waters were entered. Mure Fergusson wrote in again support-
ing Hutchinson, but his letter had an aside which must have 
caused a sharp intake of breath by the readers. Fergusson added 
that ‘if outside money’ was resting on his match, he would walk 
forward to establish whether or not his opponent’s ball was in 
the Garden. Such gambling in club or competitive play was rife, 
but discreet at the time, since the leisured classes had to be seen 
to be backing the anti-gambling measures of the day and were 
expected to give an example and uphold the ‘amateur’ ethos.  
Another difficulty looked likely when a letter pointed out that 
timid shots to avoid hazards like the Garden were a traditional 
part of the foursomes game. Had not the great Allan Robertson 
used them himself? If a weak partner faced danger in front, 
Allan would tell them to miss the ball, thus handing over the 
skilled shot to Allan.

Closure of the dispute and the letter-writing came on March 
3rd 1899 when the Nestor of St Andrews gave his judgement. 
Tom Morris had been quoted as one of Everard’s few supporters, 
but Morris now carefully and diplomatically denied this.  In a 
wordy response he sided with Hutchinson’s original claim that 
a lost ball meant immediate loss of hole – ‘you can pick up and 
claim the hole’ – said Tom. With this verdict, and the evidence 
of divisions within the R&A Committee, plus the emergence 
of unfortunate side-issues such as deliberate misses, intrusive 
refereeing and the betting within the gentlemen’s game, this 
was the signal to the editor of Golf to announce that ‘this cor-
respondence must cease’.

Other journals had been watching. The golf correspondent 
of the Dundee Evening Telegraph, published close to St Andrews, 
and never slow to find a chance to tease the R&A, took the view 
that:

The Station-master’s Garden incident is only a detail in a great 
question shaking up the dry bones of many well-meaning 
gentlemen who have only a crude knowledge of the laws of 
the game. Let a law be established which makes all greens 
alike.

Then in a more considered tone he added this prophesy:
There is a tide running in the affairs of corporate bodies 
as well as men. If the R&A seize the tide at the flood their 
mastery is secured for all time.

The Telegraph was right.
Golf magazine could now point out the way forward.It sug-

gested humbly to the Rules Committee, then supposed to be 

conferring rather than letter-writing, that ‘a rule dealing with 
out-of-bounds is badly wanted’. 

And this is just what happened. The divided Committee 
got on with the job and the new Rules appeared in September 
1899. Coming from the authoritative Committee, it had national 
authority and brought an end to rival initiatives on establishing 
a British Golf Union or drawing up rebel rules. The R&A was 
now also seen as the arbiter. It was a detailed code and encour-
aged clubs to add extra ‘Local Rules’. At last, the R&A included 
the phrase ‘out-of-bounds’ in the new code, with only a distance 
penalty stipulated. This allowed a match to proceed without 
the automatic loss of the hole. But at home in St Andrews, in 
domestic matters, the R&A still remained aloof, hinting that 
modernity was not entirely to be embraced. The St Andrews 
Local Rules still had no mention of ‘out-of-bounds’ on the 
Links and still featured the ‘enclosure known as the Station-
master’s Garden’ with a niche penalty of loss of distance for balls 
therein.

After the new Rules were printed, there was a final hint of 
the R&A’s detached ‘private club’ mentalité. The wider world 
of golf now wrote eagerly to the R&A for a copy of the much-
awaited, ground-breaking national code for the game, but they 
were disappointed. They were informed instead that it could be 
purchased from Messrs R and R Clark, publishers, in Edinburgh. 
And the price would be six pence. Plus postage.

Notes
1. When the artisan Dirleton Castle club obtained their copy of the 
rules, the R & A secretary’s letter grumbled that the charge he made for 
these copies did not cover the costs of printing and postage: see John 
Kerr Golf-Book of East Lothian 1898, p187

2. This helpful fossil fuel information from Dr David Malcolm, who 
also provided the map

3. Donald Cameron ‘Uniformity of practice’ in Through The Green 
March 2010, p12-18

4. The most recent history of the rules of golf is Kenneth G Chapman 
The Rules of the Green 1997

5. The Committee responded to outside requests for judgments prior 
to producing the new Rules, the first ruling being in January 1998 on 
dealing with worm casts.  The Committee may have moved quickly to 
give this service, because the golf journals were increasingly doing so, 
even using the now-familiar ‘player A’ and ‘player B’ format

6. John Behrend, Peter N Lewis and Keith Mackie Champions and 
Guardians – the Royal and Ancient Golf Club 1884-1939, St Andrews 
2001

7. The other two issues mentioned by Hutchinson were when balls 
lodged under gates and if a ball moved at address

8. ‘St George's’ is likely to be William Laidlaw Purves, of Wimbledon 
and Sandwich, involved earlier in the moves towards a British Golf 
Union and drawing up a rival set of Rules. He probably welcomed signs 
of discord within the R&A Rules of Golf Committee

entering the station-master’s garden
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Letter from America
by Muckson

The December 2010 issue of Through The Green 
included Brown Ale’s report on the National gathering 
of the Golf Collector’s Society in America.  Despite 
some sobering news about the economy and the state 

of golf in the United States, the GCS not only added a number 
of new members to its ranks, but the association continues to 
witness a keen interest in history, collecting and hickory golf as 
well as a passion for camaraderie with kindred souls. To take a 
closer look at this avocation, we asked the current president of 
the GCS – Robert ‘Bob’ Gettis if he would share some observa-
tions about the state of collecting in America..
 

Bob, you are currently the President of the Golf 1. 
Collectors Society, how did you first get involved with the 

organization?       
       
Back in the late 70s my wife and I went on a walk and came 
across a yard sale. I picked up five hickory clubs and a canvas 
bag and started my collection. My wife found a reference to 
the Golf Collectors Society and I called Joe Murdoch, one of 
the founders, expressed interest in joining and Joe said I could 
join.

When did your interest in golf and collecting begin?  2. 
      
Growing up I collected coins, stamps, rocks and butterflies 
and started playing golf when I was about twelve. I guess it 
was inevitable that I would collect golf stuff.  

Was there any particular event or person that drew 3. 
you to this hobby?      
       
When I read about the Golf Collectors Society in that article 
in Time Life magazine that my wife found in the library I 
thought the idea of saving golf items was unusual and golf 
was my favorite sport.

What are your personal favorite items to collect?  4. 
       
I’m primarily a club collector and although a smooth face iron 
with few markings is a great find, I always thought clubs with 
a variety of markings on the club head and the shaft told a 
story.  

Is there anything in your collection that is uniquely 5. 
noteworthy or is there an interesting story about any 
particular item?      
       
I think my most unusual collectible is the salesman sample of 
the Pro-Swing training device which is a brass ball and spring 
device on a hickory shaft that was embraced by teaching great 
Ernest Jones. My favorite items include a club restored by co-
founder Bob Kuntz, a copy of The Murdoch Golf Library 
signed by Joe and a scorecard from Merion East dated July 9, 
1936 with a notation ‘Terribly hot, had to give up’. Bob Gettis (right) 
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In your travels with the GCS, what have you observed 6. 
about the current state of the golf collectors in the United 
States?       
       
I see collectors trying to upgrade their collections and there is 
less interest in quantity. Newer members are golfers who have 
interest in playing with hickories and I believe the average age 
of our membership has consistently gone up. 

Is the interest (and the GCS membership) on the rise, 7. 
the wane, or relatively static?     
                 We 
saw an uptick in our numbers in 2010 and we are doing more 
to get the word out about collecting and the organization. Our 
approach is to reach out to the youngest through the First Tee 
program and to the earnest by acting as a resource for serious 
collectors. Part of our approach is bring a friend or relative to 
the next local meeting and see how much fun collecting can 
be.

Do you observe any impact on collecting or the GCS 8. 
due to the current economic situation in the US?   
       
I believe we continue to see quality items coming to the market 
as our membership with the larger and quality collections ages 
and their collections find their way to the market at our trade 
shows, on line auctions and eBay. The soft economy may be 
causing the prices to soften somewhat but I believe it is more 
a function of collectors that are shopping for bargains because 
they have choices. The GCS has to continue to bring value to 
our membership for our membership fee of $50 per year but 
I don’t believe the fee is a burden. We do consider carefully 
our location for our annual meetings to minimize travel and 
meeting costs so that we can appeal to the large majority of 
our members.

Are there any particular areas where you notice an 9. 
upswing or resurgence of interest?    
       
Right now I see a greater interest in books, unusual clubs and 
playable hickories.  My unscientific observation has been, 
for example, that number of people playing more regularly 
(as well as the number willing to try to play) with hickories 
is increasing substantially? I got involved I believe because I 
played golf and enjoyed collecting. In the US the Society of 
Hickory Golfers started and caters to the people who want to 
play more hickory golf. Our organization often couples our 
get togethers with hickory golf but the emphasis remains on 
the history and the artifacts.  While this may not be strictly 
“collecting” has playing with hickories became a more 
important part of Society gatherings? I think that still one of 
the best ways to get a group of collectors together is over a 
meal, guest speaker and a Show n’ Tell! Everybody likes to 
brag about their latest find!    

Looking around the United States, is there one region 10. 
or another that seems to be particularly keen or active 
or growing in the GCS world, and, if so, do you have any 
explanation for that?      
       
We’re pretty spread out and have 10 Regional Directors. We’d 
welcome more members from across the Pond! 

Does the ‘American’ GCS co-ordinate in any way with 11. 
the BGCS?  Philip Truett was kind enough to join us once again 
at our Annual meeting in the Pinehurst North Carolina area 
and  David Hamilton was one of our guest speakers. Several 
visitors from Europe were also at the meeting. Would you like 
to see more joint activities or initiatives?  I see a lot of value 
to our membership and to our fellow collectors throughout the 
world if we do more to improve the information we have about 
upcoming events and collecting on our mutual web sites.  Is 
there anything in particular you’d like to say to or share with 
your brethren across the pond? I’ve had the opportunity to 
visit Wales, England and Scotland in my travels and hope 
to do more in the years ahead. I look forwarding to visiting 
with my brothers and sisters in collecting of the BGCS!

A special thanks to Bob Gettis for taking the time to sit with 
TTG for this interesting and  informative interview
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As bunkers were being added to the Old Course 
between 1899 and 1905, a new kind of golf course 
appeared in the London suburbs. A remodeled 
Woking Golf Club was among the first of them. It 

and other inland courses built about the same time broke with 
the architecture of their Victorian forebears. It was a revolution-
ary moment in golf architecture, part of what is called today the 
‘Heathland Miracle’.

In addition to the coincidence of their timing, the develop-
ments in St Andrews and the London suburbs also shared a 
key actor. While John Laing Low was consulting with the R&A 
Green Committee about changes to the Old Course in 1899, 
he was also publishing essays in which he set out a number of 
original ideas about how hazards should function on golf holes. 
Starting about 1901 Low put his ideas to the test with changes 
to Woking. Though the changes were first met with ‘plenty of 
hostility and plenty of argument’ from Low’s fellow members,1 
more discerning observers, including Bernard Darwin, W 
Herbert Fowler, Tom Simpson and Alister MacKenzie hailed 
the changes as a turning point in golf architecture. 

All of which are reasons to think there might be a connec-
tion between the events in Scotland and England. To be sure, 
John Low wrote nothing that would definitively establish a link. 
Nor do the minutes of the R&A point to a link. The conjecture 
here, however, is that the bunkers added to the Old Course 
from about 1900 to 1905 should not be seen as isolated, ad hoc 
fixes, but rather as part of a larger rethinking of basic archi-
tectural concepts then underway in Britain. More specifically, 
those changes are best understood as an important step in the 
ascendancy of design ideas then being championed by John 
Low, ideas that went on to became foundational to modern golf 
architecture. 

Other developments also suggest a connection. First, the 
architectural goings-on in both St Andrews and London circa 
1900 were motivated by the same concern; both were archi-
tectural responses to improvements in standards of play that 
had occurred over the preceding decade. Second, the main 
architectural shortcomings identified in courses in both locales 
were also similar; playing corridors were thought to be too wide 
and in need of ‘tightening’. Third, the specific ways in which the 

R&A tightened the Old Course at the time bear all the earmarks 
of architectural principles Low was then advocating. 

Improved standards of play
By the end of the 1890s there were widespread concerns that the 
best golf courses were no longer up to the era’s best players.2 As 
the ‘home of golf ’ and a principal venue for major champion-
ships, such concerns would have been of special significance 
at St Andrews. It should be noted that such concerns predated 
the arrival of the Haskell rubber core ball. The magnitude of 
the ball’s impact, first felt in 1902, has tended to overshadow 
earlier, but nonetheless significant game improvements already 
raising doubts about older courses. The Haskell exacerbated 
pre-existing worries that a changing game was out-pacing the 
era’s best golf courses.  

The downward arch of scoring during this pre-Haskell era 
was attributed to a combination of factors. The advent of the 
thicker ‘bulger’ wood head in the late 1880s was a breakthrough 
in driver design and a real advance in playability over ‘long-
nosed’ woods.3 The development of smaller iron heads afforded 
more precise iron play.4 The performance of the gutty ball had 
also improved, mostly as a result of tighter manufacturing 
tolerances and a better understanding of the aerodynamics of 
different surface markings. 5 As Dr JG McPherson remarked in 
1901: ‘There is no doubt that the balls are much better … than 
when I was a student. The gutta-percha is of finer quality, and 
the air cells are entirely pressed out by machinery.’  

Better clubs and balls were being wielded by better players. 
Harold Hilton believed that by 1900 there were more good play-
ers due to both the growing popularity of the game and the fact 
that ‘… golfers nowadays are not bound down by the precepts 
and principles of their forefathers. They have found out that it 
is better to work out their own salvation…’ 6 Instruction books 
had also begun to appear, allowing thousands of new golfers to 
study the swings of the best players.

Golf courses were changing too. By 1900 turf coverage, 
quality and consistency were much improved; playing shots off 
of dirt or mud ceased to be common.  The Old Course’s putting 
surfaces, once only swept, were being rolled by 1891. 7 But better 
course conditioning was only part of the story. The expanded 

The Whins of Change, 
the London Heathlands and John Low

by
Robert Crosby
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outward holes on the Old Course built in the 1870s and early 
1880s made for wider, more forgiving playing corridors. The 
expansion of those holes involved the elimination of whins and 
gorse that once guarded the right side of the older routing of 
the second through the sixth holes. The exploding popularity 
of the game in the 1890s brought additional foot traffic that 
further depleted the whins. For all of those reasons, by 1899 
it was believed that the Old Course played more easily than it 
once had.

The need for tougher courses
The cumulative effect of these developments was dramatically 
lower competitive scoring. The average per round winning score 
for Open winners at St Andrews dropped from 89.5 in 1873 to 
77.25 in 1900. Such low scoring was a new phenomenon. Prior to 
1890, Hilton observed, winning Open scores had been ‘relatively 
stagnate’. 8 Bob Ferguson in 1882, Bob Martin in 1885 and Jack 
Burns in 1888 all won with the identical score of 171 (the Open 
was then contested over only two rounds) with average rounds 
of 85.5. Hugh Kirkaldy won with a score of 166 in 1891 with an 
average round of 83.  Taylor won the Open in 1895 with an aver-
age round of 80.5 and this had dropped to the aforementioned 
77.25 in 1900.

For most of the nineteenth century a small pool of com-
petitors playing with primitive equipment on equally primitive 
courses effectively precluded low scoring, at least on a regular 
basis. But as the decade of the 1890s came to a close, many of 
the impediments to low scoring had been either minimized or 
eliminated all together. As a result it was widely believed that 
golf courses needed to be to toughened, including and especially 
the Old Course. 

But if there was a consensus that the Old Course needed 
more teeth, it would not have been obvious how that might 
be done. It was in many respects an issue of first impression 
and there were few precedents that might provide guidance. 
Should the toughening be done in an ad hoc manner based 
on the personal preferences of the members of the R&A or its 
Green Committee? Or were there architectural principles that 
might provide help in deciding which features to add? It’s hard 
to imagine that such questions (and others like them) weren’t on 
the minds of the R&A members during the run-up to the 1900 
Open. Answers to them would have been, at least initially, less 
than self evident. 9

John Low and a new approach to hazards
John Low’s prominence in golf architecture during the era is 
often overlooked. He wrote frequently on the subject (and 
indeed about the game generally), revising and republishing a 
number of his essays in his 1903 book, Concerning Golf. Low’s 
approach to golf design, called ‘thinking golf ’’ by many of his 
contemporaries, stirred up heated discussions during the first 
decade of the twentieth century. From Garden G Smith to JH 
Taylor to Harold Hilton to Tom Simpson, everyone seemed to 
have strong opinions about Low’s doctrine. Indeed, a series of 

cartoons mocking Low’s ideas appeared in Golf Illustrated at 
the time of the 1905 Open. Low never designed a golf course, 
but beginning in 1901 he and J Stuart Paton carried out major 
changes to Woking. Those changes and Low’s design theories 
deeply influenced many of Low’s cohorts, including Harry Colt, 
Fowler, Simpson and MacKenzie.10 It was a transformation that 
opened the way to golf architecture’s Golden Age. 

At the heart of that transformation was a new way of think-
ing about hazards. The common wisdom of the era was that 
good hazards should punish bad shots ‘fairly’, understood to 
mean that the severity of a hazard should correspond with the 
degree of the miss it was intended to ensnare. Hazards ought to 
punish bad shots more severely than better shots, and so forth. 
Low saw the job of hazards differently. The measure of a hazard 
was not how ‘fairly’ it penalized foozles, but rather how effec-
tively it presented strategic playing choices. For Low the main 
task of a bunker was to give pause to the golfer considering an 
aggressive line to the hole. A good hazard was one that tested a 
player’s ‘nerve and judgment’ by setting a price for the ambitious 
shot that was ‘not quite good enough’.11

A full account of Low’s architectural philosophy will not be 
attempted here. Relevant to our purposes, however, is the degree 
to which it makes sense to see his ideas behind the changes 
made to the Old Course at the turn of the last century. Certainly 
Low’s involvement and the timing of those changes are grounds 
to suspect that there might be a connection. But beyond those 
coincidences there are other historical factors that suggest a 
link. Both developments in the London heathlands and contem-
poraneous changes to the Old Course had similar motivations. 
They were both responses to improved standards of play. The 
worries triggered by lower competitive scoring at St Andrews 
have been discussed. Improvements in play raised different, but 
no less troubling, concerns on inland courses. Low feared that 
the popularity of the game would suffer if inland courses failed 
to offer more sporting drama for better players.12

The architectural shortcoming in courses in both places was 
also seen to be similar. For links and inland courses alike the 
root of the problem was thought to be overly generous fairways. 
Such concerns about the Old Course were reviewed above, but 
Low had similar concerns about  expansive ‘fair greens’ on 
inland holes. On too many holes, if the golfer was able merely to 
‘hit his ball in the air’ (and thereby carry cross bunkers common 
on Victorian courses), he could hit it ‘in almost any direction’.13 
Wide playing corridors, often more than 70 yards wide, had 
been an intended feature on inland courses however. Victorian 
designers believed such width necessary to assure fair playing 
outcomes, usually on the grounds that hazards built too near 
centerlines would punish ‘almost good shots’ more severely 
than worse shots. 14 

But the most direct link between Low’s ideas and the new 
bunkers on the Old Course is that the new bunkers tightened 
the outward holes in ways that reflect Low’s architectural 
prescriptions. Tightening a hole can be done in an almost 
infinite number of ways, the most obvious being the placement 

John Low and the Whins of Change  
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of hazards along both sides of a fairway tight to centerlines. 
Thought toughening a hole in that way might defend it against 
low scores, it would also make play too ‘mechanical’ for better 
players and too daunting for handicap players. Low grasped that 
two, seemingly contradictory, architectural goals were being 
sought – making a hole more challenging for better players 
without also making it too difficult for weaker players. 

Low’s solution to that puzzle began with the notion that 
bunkers should be placed not to capture errant shots generally, 
but rather to capture only a subset of errant shots. Bunkers 
should be positioned to catch the ‘almost good enough shot’ of 
a player taking the ‘beeline’ to the hole. Tightening a hole meant 
for Low installing bunkers that would bear most directly on the 
playing lines that good players wanted to take. Such bunkers 
might be avoided by the long handicap man with modest scor-
ing ambitions, while simultaneously threatening disaster to the 
scratch player seeking par or lower scores. It was Low’s way of 
squaring the proverbial architectural circle.  

The bunkers added by the R&A between 1899 and in 1905, 
particularly those added to the right sides of the outward holes, 
tighten play in exactly the way that Low thought good bunkers 
should. They ‘bustle’ players approaching those holes from the 
right side, the side from which better players usually want to 
attack those holes. The new bunkers, however, leave plenty of 
safe ground to the left for less ambitious golfers. The design 
principles articulated by Low in Concerning Golf in the context 
of a discussion about Victorian inland courses, seem to have 
also informed the type and location of the new bunkers added 
to the Old Course starting in 1899. That is, the design principles 
that Low had advocated explicitly for the improvement of inland 
courses, appear to have been operating implicitly in the changes 
to the Old Course made at the about same time. 

New bunkers at St Andrews and the London 
heathlands
Low’s last word on the changes to the Old Course is found in his 
1906 essay, St Andrews Hazards Old and New. 15  Among its other 
aims, Low’s essay seeks to validate his architectural principles by 
showing how they are derived from the arrangement of hazards 
at St Andrews. Low reprises accounts of an older, narrower Old 
Course that played in ways that accorded with his own design 
tenets. Those older hazards, Low emphasizes,  ‘bustled’ better 
players, while giving the weaker player ‘ample room’: 

It is [the] nearness of the hazards to the perfect line of play 
[Low’s italics] which seems to me to make St Andrews such a 
fine test of the game. For in every good game the player must 
be bustled before we can find out his quality.’  

Such hazards were for Low “of immortal importance, for 
golf should be understood as a contest of risks. Among the 
examples Low gives of bunkers of such ‘immortal importance’ 
are the bunkers along the right side of the second the third, the 
fourth and the fifth holes of the Old Course. The irony here is, 
perhaps, obvious. Bunkers that Low believed exemplified how 
good bunkers should function were bunkers that Low himself 

had a hand in building. The irony is a sign of the interplay 
between architectural developments in St Andrews and in 
London during the early years of the twentieth century. There 
were new, revolutionary approaches the golf architecture in 
the air at the time. As Low was a primary spokesman for such 
ideas, the R&A would not have been unaware of them. 

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the 
Old Course was not seen in as an untouchable creation of a 
divine maker. It underwent many changes, some that were quite 
substantial and virtually all of which made by quite fallible men. 
The main takeaway here, however, is not just that the Old Course 
underwent changes. It is also that the changes made to it over 
the five year period beginning about 1900 seems to have had a 
role in an important turning point in golf architecture, a turning 
point that is usually associated solely with developments in the 
London heathlands. There are reasons to think that the Old 
Course participated in a remarkable architectural experiment 
that went on to set a trajectory for golf architecture that it still 
follows today. Equally important is that John Low was not just 
the source for key ideas involved in that experiment, he was also 
the intermediary through which those ideas were exchanged 
between St Andrews and London.

Acknowledgement
The idea for the foregoing article came from conversations with 
Peter Lewis, whose generosity and vast knowledge of the history 
of the Old Course made it possible. My article should be read in 
conjunction with Peter’s essay, The Whins of Change, which also 
appears in this issue of Through the Green. 
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WA (Bill) Wright

Members will be saddened to hear of the death of Bill Wright. 
Although Bill had only been a member 
for five years he was a good sup-
porter of Society events, his favourite 
fixture being the English Hickory 
Championship at Rye in which he 
played on several occasions.

Bill was educated at East Barnet 
Grammar School and excelled at all 
sports, playing in the school’s soccer 
and cricket first teams. He took up 
golf when still a teenager and was one 
of the first Junior Members of South 
Herts GC, where he progressed well 
under the tutelage of Dai Rees and his 
assistant Steve Thomas. By the time he 
became a Full Member of the Club he 
was playing off a handicap of three. 
When Robert Hudson presented the 
Hudson Trophy in 1959 Bill was picked 
to represent South Herts alongside Dai 
Rees. 

Bill won many competitions both at South Herts and latterly 
at Brookman’s Park Golf Club, where he was also a member. 

But perhaps hs most notable achievement  was winning the 
Harry Vardon Cup in 1953. This open 
tournament has been won by many 
illustrious players including Bobby 
Locke, who won in 1936 – his last 
amateur tournament before turning 
professional. 

In commercial life, Bill was an 
antiques dealer and engraver and was 
well-known to many Hertfordshire 
golf clubs for his work in engraving 
their trophies. His interest in antiques 
led him to collect golfing memorabilia 
and he amassed a truly wonderful col-
lection.  Amazingly, he did not know 
of the BGCS until a chance meeting 
at Brookman’s Park with David Stott, 
who proposed him for membership. 

He will be greatly missed by all who 
know and played golf with him. He is 

survived by his wife, Margaret, daughter Georgina, and sons 
Tony and Chris – both Society members.

DMS
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harold Horsfall Hilton was born on the 12th 
of January, 1869 a mile or so from the Hoylake golf 
course of the Liverpool Golf Club in the year of its 
formation. ‘Dapper, keen and always full of fight’, 

wrote John Henry Taylor in 1943, ‘Mr Hilton always reminded 
me of a concentrated and compact machine under maximum 
pressure, especially when driving. As a player of the short game 
he had no superior.’

Early success
At the turn of the nineteenth century amateur events received 
far more attention than professional golf in the national media. 
There was only one professional event of note and that was The 
Open. When John Ball, Harold’s fellow Hoylake member won 
The Open at Prestwick in 1890 this was not accepted too kindly 
by the Scottish professionals. Two years later Harold won the 
first Open at Muirfield. This was the first time the Open had 
been played over 72 holes. Harold eclipsed Johnny Ball’s feat by 
winning for the second time at the first Hoylake Open in 1897.

Harold at play was a dynamic man, even though he was a 
chain smoker. He played many sports including rugby football 
and was Captain of Hoylake Rugby Football Club during the 
year he won his first Open in 1892 at the age of 23.

Harold loved the dust of the arena, mixing and enjoying 
animated conversation at the bar with his fellow members 
or anyone who would listen. When the first Muirfield Open 
took place in 1892, he had no intention of entering but at the 
last moment a friend offered him accommodation near the 
Muirfield Links. He had difficulty making up his mind:

I knew the parental wishes were against such a proceeding, 
and the parental wishes in those days also coincided with 
those of my employer. Eventually I summoned up courage 
to suggest that I would like to go, this being about four o’ 
clock on the Monday afternoon; the Championship began 
on the Wednesday. The suggestion was not received with 
acclamation or loud cheers but finally the word came forth 
‘well, go if you want to go; but I cannot see much point in 
your going.’

He wasted no time and was off on the midnight train. With 
just one day for practice, he played three rounds after an all-
night journey. After breaking the Muirfield course record in 
the first round he was on his way to a wonderful victory.

Domestic problems
Harold had married Sarah Salvidge in 1892. She produced three 
children, all born in Formby, but it became apparent that he 
had little money to support his family. He became secretary at a 
number of clubs including West Lancashire. Later, he moved to 
Ashford Manor GC in Middlesex. But by 1910 his marriage fell 
apart and they divorced in 1911. Their marriage must have been 
a desperate struggle for both of them due to his lack of finance 
and one suspects his participation in many golf tournaments 
was financially onerous, where there would be no reward due 
to his amateur status. This was a sad story of a talented man, a 
marvellous golfer and a fine writer from an era when those gifts 
did not bring in sufficient financial reward. 

Harold also suffered from acute sciatica, which can cripple 
even the greatest athletes. Ten years had passed since his last 
triumph in the Amateur in 1901. Would he ever be the same 
again, now in his early forties?

Annus mirabilis
1911 was an extraordinary year. Harold was appointed the first 
editor of Golf Monthly. Free of the problems of the previous 
decade his golf became inspired. First his surprisingly easy 
victory in the Amateur at Prestwick. In a strong field he was 
only once taken beyond the fifteenth green. With all the top 
amateurs playing, it was an astonishingly comfortable victory. 
Renewed and reinvigorated he travelled to Royal St George’s 
for the Open. 

When he last won the Open in 1897 there had been 86 
entrants; this year at Sandwich there were 226, including all the 
top professionals. James Braid was expected to win, as Vardon 
was not too well and Taylor had lost a little form. But come the 
final round they were all in contention; so were Massy, Herd and 
Harold. Vardon was one of the first out and had posted a total 
of 303. Out to the turn in 33, Harold caught Vardon. Bernard 
Darwin, The Times Correspondent, was aware of this and for a 
number of holes was the only person following Harold. Hilton 
started back with two fours but he stumbled at the Twelfth by 
driving into a bunker. He recovered well but rimmed a short 
putt for a ‘horrid 6’. A couple of pars followed but another poor 
drive left him a tricky lie from which he hit into a bunker. He 
made a good recovery but missed the putt. Still, on the sixteenth 

Harold’s Golden Year

Joe Pinnington
celebrates the centenary of  Hilton’s double Amateur Championship win of 1911
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tee he was still two shots ahead of Vardon, requiring one over 
par to win the Championship. As in the morning he hit a spoon 
to the short 150-yard hole but the shot disappeared straight into 
another bunker. This time he found a bad lie and took five. Oh 
Dear! Another hooked drive at the Seventeenth destroyed his 
momentum. He finished just a single shot behind Vardon and 
Massy, Vardon winning the play-off.

Transatlantic Champion
The great American golf writer Herbert Warren Wind thought 
Harold’s trip to America to play in their Amateur Championship 
later that summer was ‘trying to drown his sorrows in the wine 
of victory at our Amateur’. The real reason is that he was offered 
the trip by CB Macdonald, generally accepted as the ‘Father 
of American golf ’. Macdonald, a member at Royal Liverpool, 
had created an outstanding course on Long Island, where he 
tried to recreate some of the classic British holes; he humbly 
named it ‘The National Golf Links’. He wished for a top golfer 
to play the inaugural round. Who better than Harold Horsfall 
Hilton? Arguably, Harold was the world’s top player after his 
heroics in the year so far. The opening of The National Golf 
Links was to take place the week after the US Amateur at 
Apawamis near Long Island Sound. So attempting to kill two 
birds with one stone, Macdonald arranged for Harold to play in 
the Championship.

Harold won the qualifying event and was installed top seed 
in the draw for the leading 32 players in the match play stages. 
He cruised through the first two rounds but then came up 
against Jerome D Travers who at the age of 24 had already won 
the US Amateur twice and was to win again – plus the US Open 
in 1916. A magnificent putter, he had fits of being erratic. Jerome 
certainly gave Harold a run for his money but in the 36-hole 
match Harold won with two holes to go. He had little trouble 
in the semi final, so in the final he would meet Fred Herreshoff, 
a big strong, all-American boy from a wealthy background. At 
this point the only problem for Harold was the American mos-
quitoes; they so irritated him that he increased the number of 
cigarettes he smoked to try and distract the little rotters. He was 
the hot favourite and with his experience was regarded as just 
too strong for young Fred. They arrived on the Saturday morn-
ing to be met by what was regarded as the largest gallery that 
had ever followed a match in America. Harold played perfect 
par golf in the morning, registering a 75 to be 4 up. He won two 
of the first three holes in the afternoon to go 6 up. The weather 
had changed quite considerably from an overcast morning to 
an oppressively warm and humid afternoon. Still playing in his 
Norfolk jacket a New York newspaper thought he ‘had well nigh 
wilted’. Harold never thought of removing his jacket.

On the fifth hole he three-putted and missed a chance of 
going 7 up with only 13 to play, but this is where he started to 
suffer. Full marks to Herreshoff, for he played these holes in 
level fours. Harold’s lead was ebbing away; he missed a number 
of easy putts and by the seventeenth tee Herreshoff was level. 
Could Harold muster one last surge or was young Fred about 
to cause an upset of all upsets? It was only by Fred lipping out 

of the last two holes that the match was kept alive. To say that 
the gallery became vocal was to greatly underestimate the lungs 
of the New York crowd. They applauded every shot from their 
man and let Harold know what they thought of his missed shots. 
There was a marvellous but chaotic atmosphere, as the official 
referee had no experience of crowd control.

Fred had the honour for the–play-off and hit a long strong 
drive down the middle of the fairway. Harold’s response was a 
tired drive well behind his opponent. Harold was to play and his 
next shot became a talking point for many a years (it still is). He 
hit his spoon from 150 yards in the direction of the rough to the 
right of the green. He must have thought his chance had gone as 
the ball disappeared off the course. But then the gallery around 
the green became animated. The ball suddenly appeared. Had it 
hit a slope or a rock? The ball came to rest but twelve yards from 
the flag. There was a groan from the gallery. Herreshoff shrank 
visibly and topped his ball short of the green. He followed with 
a poor chip and two putts for a 5. Harold putted up to the hole 
for a simple tap in, which only just crept in. Harold was gracious 
with his remarks even though he found the crowd different from 
anything he had experienced back home.

And what did the ball hit? How did it end up on the green? 
Let us be satisfied that the Apawamis Club names the first hole 
‘Hilton’s Rock’ so that ends the discussion. The next day Harold 
did play in the first event at the National Links and won. He 
even returned to America to defend his title in Chicago but fell 
at the first fence.

Back Home
The thought of becoming a professional in all probability did 
not enter his mind; it just would not have been socially accept-
able. So he continued his work as a club secretary and writer on 
sport. One can only assume that it was his only way of making 
ends meet.

Nothing will diminish the glory of 1911. Perhaps that gave 
him pleasure throughout the rest of his life; but what sort of life 
was it? For certain it was a struggle, playing exhibition rounds of 
golf and writing for anyone who would pay for his wisdom. His 
daughter Dorice married a wealthy brewer Donovan Rawcliff 
and Harold gave his daughter away at a London society wedding 
attended by the great and the good. He spent a great deal of his 
time in the south of England near his children.

Recently his grandson Tom Fenwick contacted the Royal 
Liverpool Golf Club. When asked what he knew about his 
grandfather his only recollection was from his mother. Harold’s 
only daughter told him ‘your grandfather never had two pen-
nies to rub together’. 

With the Second World War at its height Harold died on 
the 6th of March, 1942 after a long illness, probably caused by 
his enthusiasm for smoking. He was 73 years old. At the time of 
his death Bernard Darwin wrote: ‘no golfer, amateur or profes-
sional, that has ever lived has known golf as Harold has.’

Harold, to very many golfing and sporting enthusiasts, we are 
only sorry we never met you. 
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Exhibition Matches in the Midlands
I enjoyed John Moreton’s Organising an Exhibition article 
in TTG about the epic match at Moseley Golf Club between 
Compston and Mitchell in 1930. It reminded me of another 
charity match at Moseley between Ray, Vardon, Taylor and 
Braid nine years before. With seventeen Open Championships 
between them, in March 1921 they gave their services to help 
an unfortunate young colleague, Frank James, professional of 
the golf club at Hurst Green Farm between Kenilworth and 
Coventry, He had lost both legs to shellfire in the very last 
days of the war. The astonishing sum of £500 was raised for 
James and his family, equating perhaps to £15,000 today.

It speaks well of Ray and the Triumvirate – as well as the 
3000 spectators – as James and Hurst Green Golf Club were 
virtually unknown. Eight years earlier the Club had the temer-
ity to ask Ted Ray, that year’s Champion and Harry Vardon to 
play an exhibition match on its tiny course, which was owned 
by a local farmer. Although it was situated in pleasant scenery, 
the magazine The Midland Golfer called it old-fashioned 
and outdated even then. The popular view was that the 
professionals would murder the course but they didn’t. Both 
putted badly, perhaps because of the rough greens. Few had 
even heard of the course or knew where it was. Weeks before, 
Kenilworth GC had received so many enquiries from Midland 
golfers, that it advertised in local newspapers denying the 
venue was theirs. Its secretary was rather dismissive of the 
whole affair, although on the day one suspects he was there. 
Sadly, Hurst Green failed to survive the Great War. With the 
horrific wounds to the professional, perhaps Stanley Booth, 
the farmer, hadn’t the heart to continue. Soon afterwards both 
he and his sons became members of Kenilworth.

DUDLEY WOODS

Fred Robson
Further to the article in The December issue of TTG may I 
add two stories about Fred Robson?

The first from Golf at Hoylake by John Behrend and John 
Graham concerns him giving lessons to Gladys Ravenscroft, 
‘a girl of ample proportions’. He was becoming somewhat 
exasperated as she hit shot after shot over the top. ‘It’s no good 
Miss Ravenscroft. You’ve just got to get your bussies out of the 
way of your wrissies’ he said.

The second from Henry Longhurst’s Golf Mixture. Fred 
Robson, who once confessed, after an officer  who had been 
uncharitably disposed towards him in the First World War 
had come to him for lessons: ‘I gave him such a slice, sir, as 
will last him to the end of his days.’ 

Paul Hughes

Abe Mitchell
I recently found the September 2008 issue of Through the Green, 
with its interesting article by Roger Porter about Abe Mitchell. 
I recently purchased several pieces from Mort Olman’s collec-
tion, which included a flask given to Mitchell at a GB&I v USA 
match at Gleneagles on the 29th of June 1925. The R&A found 
reference to the match in a July 1925 issue of Golfing. It was 
interesting to learn that the match was actually held at the site 
of the 2014 Ryder Cup.  I attach a picture of the flask and would 
be interested in members’ thoughts. 

Peter Johnson 
Pinehurst, NC (home of the 2011 Hickory Grail, the 2014 US 

Open & Women’s Open)  
plj99@comcast.net
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Early Women’s Golf
Two of the articles in December’s TTG raise interesting 
themes in the development of women’s golf, suggestions 
that might be explored further. In Colin Strachan and Roger 
Porter’s article on the early Ashdown Forest and Tunbridge 
Wells ladies’ clubs, the number of ‘Miss’ golfers mentioned 
are double that of the ‘Mrs’. This ratio is even more marked 
elsewhere in such clubs, and their prize winners and team 
members rarely features a ‘Mrs’. Many early ladies’ clubs, as 
they point out, also had a few dozen male ‘associates’, who it 
seems had only a social role, and were eligible young men. 
In short, the early ladies golf clubs had another hardly secret 
agenda, namely the introduction of suitable young men to 
talented young ladies. One other factor affecting this ratio 
was that, on marriage, ladies were supposed to hang up their 
clubs, as did Lady Margaret Scott when her engagement was 
announced after her run of three Ladies’ Championship wins 
from the first event in 1893.

A second emerging topic is found in Dudley Woods’s arti-
cle on the railway golfing posters from the 1920s and 30s. After 
the Great War the loss of a generation of young men meant 
that the unmarried ladies took on new roles and entered into 
parts of the men’s world. The membership of ladies’ golf clubs 
and ladies’ sections grew, giving them importance, numeri-
cal dominance and confidence that was lost after WW2. 
Dudley’s choice of interwar golfing posters shows women 
out-numbering men, and three of his choice of posters even 
show a lady playing alone with confidence and skill, which is 
what they did, like Joyce Wethered.

David Hamilton

how common they were. Were they worn by the Captain only, 
or could any member wear one?  Perhaps some readers will 
let me know. In an effort to replicate the coat I have mounted 
them in a frame which I think displays them nicely. What a 
pity the coat and cap had not survived!

John Hanna (jhanna4684@aol.co.uk)
4 Downshire Park, Hillsborough, BT26 6HB

Help Wanted

Nottingham City GC Medals
In 1911 the Nottingham City Golf Club commissioned a 
number of gold/enamelled presentation medals, bearing the 
City of Nottingham coat of arms, for winners of the Club’s 
first competitions.  Any information regarding these medals 
would be appreciated by Keith Bilbie on 0115 9203842 or keith.
bilbie@btinternet.com

Keith bilbie

Golf Club Cap Badges
A recent trip to a local dealer led to a rare collecting success, 
albeit a little bit disappointing. He had undertaken a house 
clearance and in the attic had found an old red coat, and a blue 
cap. Yes, it was a long captain’s tailcoat and it was from Royal 
County Down Golf Club. Unfortunately he said it appeared 
several animals had made it their home and it could not be 
saved. The buttons were all that could be salvaged and also a 
cap badge. Now this was a first for me, I had never seen a golf 
club cap badge before, and so this is the query I have. I wonder 

Corrections

In December TTG, the Editor was wrong in assigning Bob 
Chadwick of Royal Liverpool the status of Secretary to the 
Club. Apologies to Bob and to David Cromie who took over the 
position in 2009.

Also, the date given for the Hickory Grail in Forthcoming Events 
was correctly given as 7th to 9th November, but the given days 
Thursday to Saturday were wrong; Friday to Sunday is correct.

The announcement also said, wrongly, that the Grail fol-
lowed on from the GCS Hickory Open at Nearby Mid-Pines. 
The fixture to which he was referring was the Mid-Pines Hickory 
Open, from the 4th to 6th of November, run by the Society of 
Hickory Golfers, not the GCS, The US Hickory Open is sched-
uled for July 11-13 on the Donald Ross course at French Lick, 
Indiana, and is run not by the GCS, but again by the SOHG.

Apologies to the Golf Collectors Society and the Society of 
Hickory Golfers for this misrepresentation and confusion.
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The Oldest Clubs 1650 – 1850
by
Robert Gowland

This book, authored by well known BGCS member Bob 
Gowland, is essential reading for those interested in any way 
in the history and development of golf and the early imple-
ments that were the predecessors of those that we use today. 
The author charts the progress of the game during the Feather 
Ball Period through an in-depth and meticulously-researched 
analysis of the clubs, both woods and irons, used during the 
period 1650 – 1850.

Over a period of 25 years Bob has had access to most, if not 
all, the historical golf collections of consequence in Britain, the 
USA and Australia. He has appraised, analytically photographed 
in great detail and accurately measured, the early clubs up to 
about 1850 in these collections. Crucially, he has thus been able 
to compare all the clubs and groups of clubs digitally, so provid-
ing a unique database and comparison archive of his extensive 
findings. The evidence he has obtained as to materials used, 
methods of manufacture, changing head shapes, makers’ stamps 
and most importantly, dating, is presented in an interesting and 
easy to read way and is prolifically illustrated. This book is the 
culmination of his researches and conclusions.

Specific woods covered in depth include the Wemyss clubs, 
the Adam Wood  Collection (‘Troon Clubs’), the R&A spoons, 
the Neilson and Cossar clubs and early McEwans and Philps. 
The variations in different McEwan and Philp stamps are ana-
lysed and dating implications drawn (which may raise a few 
eyebrows). Early irons are examined in two chapters including 
the significance on dating of different hosel nicking and diam-
eters. The Spur Toe and Square Toe groups are investigated in 
depth. Whilst he has not, given the absence of non-destructive 
methods, found the Holy Grail of accurate dating of early clubs, 
he has got as close as anyone is likely to at present, and for that 
reason alone his book deserves a place in the library of any 
collector and curator.

The importance of condition and provenance is discussed as 
well as fakes. Bob’s comments on the latter and how to identify 
them are illuminating. A chapter on dating clubs deals with the 

issues in this most important and difficult area and suggests 
that some clubs may not be as old as is claimed. His writings 
on ‘fakes’ and ‘dating’ should be required reading for every 
collector.

The final chapter, The Feather Ball and Its First Successor, 
analyses from various sources what has previously been writ-
ten about the making of feather balls and reveals previously 
unpublished research.

The book is in A4 portrait format of 240 pages, containing 
over 600 quality colour illustrations (the majority not published 
before), is printed on high quality paper with excellent design 
and production values and is available in three editions: a) de 
Luxe, full hide with slipcase, limited to twenty copies at £300; 
b) half hide with slipcase, limited to 100 copies at £250; c) cloth 
bound limited to 500 copies at £65. All editions are signed 
and postage is extra. Order from Bob Gowland: e-mail bob@
bobgowland.com or via www.bobgowland.com

This publication is a major learned work containing an 
abundance of new, properly researched, information; it is an 
important addition to the historical literature of the game, 
which expands our knowledge of the subject and will undoubt-
edly be the seminal work for many years to come. Strongly 
recommended.

Peter E Crabtree

Another Journey Through the Links
by
David Worley

David Worley has reprised his first Journey Through the Links 
of 2007 with Another Journey Through the Links, published by 
Aurum in 2010. He believes there are only 200 full-length links 
courses in the world, almost all of them in the British Isles. This 
latest volume allows him to give a more comprehensive view 
of 165 of them, pulling in some of the more obscure exemplars 
from the remote Celtic fringes and to include some of the new 
additions of the last twenty or so years. 

He sets out by trying to define what a links course is. That 
he has some difficulty is perhaps indicative of the great variety 
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he has encountered: some even inland, (Ganton, Lytham); 
some cliff top (Hopeton, Cromer); some with majestic san-
dhills (Birkdale, County Down, Portrush); some relatively flat 
(St Annes Old, Littlestone). Many of them, great and not so 
great are familiar from BGCS outings. A mystifying omission 
is Fraserburgh, whose ancient linksland credentials, one would 
have thought, were better placed than some of the modern 
resort engineerings over set-aside agricultural land. 

Worley presents a brief history of each course, its architec-
tural inputs and distinctive character, and then describes some 
of the prominent holes, with profuse colour illustrations.

This is a large format book, designed for the coffee table, 
to be dipped into on wet afternoons. It is nicely produced with 
a thumping 416 pages in landscape format. RSP is £40 but 
discounts are available on Amazon. 

Niblick  

Golf Recollections and Reflections
Tales from a clubmaker’s shop
by
Alick A Watt

Many members will be familiar with Alick Watt as an early 
member of BGCS and author of Collecting Old Golfing Clubs, 
which ran to two editions in the 1980s. Alick is now in his 92nd 
year and has set down reminiscences of his long life, concentrat-
ing very much on his boyhood in Dirleton, East Lothian, and as 
apprentice clubmaker to his uncle in North Berwick. 

There is much colourful anecdote on the personalities and 
situations encountered along the way. Topics and musings 
include: his famous uncles; influences of the Park and Sayers 
families; courses at Gullane, Dirleton and North Berwick; the 
Ryder Cup; wartime golf in the desert; equipment and accoutre-
ments; the malign influence of technology; encounters with the 
great and good; JH Taylor’s poem; tricks and pranks; teaching 
and retailing. The lovely section on local courses includes 
interesting material on the old Fidra course at Dirleton, made 
and maintained by the villagers themselves but sadly lost to 
vegetable production during the Second World War. 

Style is informal and conversational throughout, structured 
into short sections rather than chapters, with illustrated refer-
ences to Alick’s extensive collection of memorabilia. The book 
concludes with short sections on clubmaking and repairing that 
will be of great interest to collectors and hickory players. 

Format is approximately A5 paper size, perfect bound 
with hard covers and an attractive dustwrapper. The 132 pages 
are nicely designed and made, with wide margins and many 
illustrations, both coloured, and black and white. It is published 
by Open Door but distributed by Alick Watt himself, mainly to 
family and friends. We are fortunate that Alick includes BGCS 
members in the latter category, with a concessionary price to 
us of only £12 plus £1 p&p. (Overseas members should check 
mailing costs.) Think of it not as a price, but as a contribution 
towards his considerable expenses. Print run was only 200; 

many are already been booked. Members who are interested in 
this delightful little volume are advised to contact Alick Watt 
swiftly and directly at 55 Millstream Close, Andover, Hants 
(Telephone: 01264 332544; email: albet226@aol.com)  

Strongly recommended by John Pearson

Betchworth Park Golf Club 1911–2011
by
Mike Hogan and Alan Tickner

The Betchworth Park GC was founded in 1911 by the professional 
and business community of Dorking and has always played over 
its original Harry Colt-designed course near Box Hill.

This history follows the usual themes, the distinctive tale 
being of the course purchase, starting with a missed opportunity 
in the 1950s. There is good coverage of the development of the 
Club since then, including the individual members who led it 
into more prosperous times and eventual purchase of the course 
freehold in 2006. 

Format is unusual – similar page width to A4, but square. 
It is printed in full colour throughout, the good quality paper 
allowing faithful reproduction of many photographs in sepia, 
black and white, and colour. The 88 pages are contained within 
padded leather boards with gold blocking, properly sewn with 
head band and silk page marker.

Nicely designed and well-produced, the book will make a 
perfect memento for the Club’s centenary celebrations. 

John Pearson

A Life in Golf
by
Gillian Ednie

This well-constructed biography of leading Australian amateur 
golfer, Burtta Cheney MBE, is enhanced by the lively oral 
memories of its subject, who won her first State title at the age 
of eighteen and was representing Australia two years later. 
There are also several significant contributions from friends, 
opponents, fellow competitors, golf administrators, colleagues 
in the wartime Australian Red Cross, and some of the hundreds 
of  junior female golfers who benefitted from her training camps 
at Anglesea, Victoria. Having been taken, at the age of fourteen, 
to see the 1930 Australian Ladies Championship, Burttas’ phi-
losophy became, ‘watch and replicate, practice and learn’.

The result is a fascinating social history of an awkwardly shy 
young girl whose parental wealth denied her the opportunity to 
work for a living; it did, however, give ladies golf in Victoria, and 
Australia, the unstinting efforts of a talented, enthusiastic and 
tireless promoter of all that is best in women’s amateur golf.

Profusely illustrated with a lifetime’s worth of photographic 
memories, A Life in Golf is available from www.womensgolf.org.
au for A$39.90 plus A$19.50 postage by sea mail.

                                                                  Peter Gompertz

book reviews
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The 19th Hole – Architecture of the Golf Clubhouse
by 
Richard Diedrich

Richard Diedrich’s book The 19th Hole was first published in 
2008. It has been little reviewed on this side of the Atlantic. 
There are two reasons for this; the first is that the golf clubhouse 
in Europe is often less considered than in America. It falls into 
the category of ‘necessary expense’ rather than ‘welcome oppor-
tunity’. The second is that, although the book’s title suggests that 
it is a comprehensive critique of a generic building type, it is not. 
It is concerned solely with American clubhouses; no others are 
mentioned. Perhaps this unintended hubris suggests that the 
author considers only American golf clubhouse architecture 
worth including. Before those in Europe become too outraged, 
perhaps we should consider whether he might have a point. In 
America, Clubhouse Architecture is a recognised specialism. In 
Europe any old architect can have a go – and in recent years they 
have, sometimes with under-impressive results. Mr Diedrich’s 
selected clubhouses are also exclusive in financial terms. These 
are not clubhouses for the golfng public, but select venues for 
the influential few. The benefits to architecture are clear; some 
of the finest architects of the periods in which they were built 
have been given the opportunity to create great work. But it is 
disappointing that their fine architectural legacy is not more 
widely accessible.

Richard Diedrich introduces his choices with an interesting 
historical essay on American clubhouse design. He uses Clifford 
C Wendehack’s excellent book Golf and Country Clubs – a 
survey of the requirement of planning construction and equip-
ment of the modern clubhouse (1929), as his template. It is well 
chosen. He divides the remainder of the book into,  ‘Legends’ 
and ‘Becoming Legends’. In the first of these he re-visits (in 
colour) many of the deservedly famous clubhouses of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Here are Augusta, with 
its glazed cupola (originally for the supervision of plantation 
workers), and Jefferson’s dignified Farmington Country Club 
in classical splendour. Here too are understated Arts and Crafts 
gems worthy of their European origins. Longue Vue by Benno 
Jansen owes much to Lutyens and Voysey, and is justifiably on 
the National Register of Historic Places. The work of Roger 
Bullard is beautifully represented at The Maidstone (LI), as 
is Stanford White’s modest Shinnecock Hills and the much 
grander Sleepy Hollow Country Club. Wendehack’s Winged 
Foot concludes the section and also adorns the cover – a 
confection of multicoloured stone, curiously untouched by the 
softening patina of age. 

The ‘Becoming Legends’ section introduces a more eclectic, 
and more lavish selection, although nothing can quite compete 
with Richard Gustav Schmid’s, Medinah Country Club. If we 
are to take this selection as a typical spread, there appear to be 
very few small clubhouses in America. As well as the European-
style ‘vernacular’ of the Arts and Crafts, there are Spanish 
and Italianate buildings, and an enormous pink ‘spaceship’, 

designed originally for Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Miller by 
the Frank Lloyd Wright Taliesin studio, which makes a curious 
and exotic appearance at King Kamehameha GC in Hawaii. At 
7,000 square metres, this is at least five times the size of a typical 
European clubhouse. Nantucket on the other hand, by Lyman 
Perry Architects, is more restrained, and responds with care and 
thoughtfulness to its landscape. Robert AM Stern at Anglebrook, 
and Herb Quast’s austere (if internally rather contrived) design 
at Whistling Straits are also sensitive and exemplary designs. 
At Mayacama, Marsh Associates have brought a small piece 
of Tuscan hill town elegantly into California. The Bridge, at 
Bridgehampton, New York, is ‘cutting edge’ modern, for those 
that can accept its austerity, and avoid leaving untidy things 
like golf shoes or human beings in the locker room. Cassique 
Country Club in contrast is almost more Voysey than can be 
comfortably digested at one sitting. Among the mock pueblos, 
Tuscan hill towns and pink spaceships, there are some fine 
interiors and elegant plans. Unlike Wendehack’s comprehensive 
tract, these are not illustrated by measured drawings, but by Mr 
Dietrich’s charming, but scaleless, watercoloured site plans. 

The impression is left that American golf is a ‘grand’ game 
for those with bulging wallets and plenty of time. As those 
who play the game in America know, this is not universally the 
case, and certainly not to the extent that is shown here. The 
clubhouses shown are America’s ‘country houses’, demonstra-
tions of status, designed by the best that money can buy. As with 
some American course design, this is not a model that is always 
appropriate, not for reasons of style but for the enjoyment of 
regional difference. For most European clubs, a clubhouse of 
between 1,200 and 2,000 square metres is more than adequate, 
and attention to good design in the choice and detailing of 
materials and landscape, is generally more beneficial than 
ostentatious size. There is, after all, a difference between ‘place 
making’ and ‘space making’.

Richard Diedrich’s book is sumptuous and beautifully 
produced, and a welcome addition to a neglected topic, at an 
affordable price. The 19th Hole catalogues some of the most 
famous American clubhouses, and is welcome for that, but 
it is limited by its ‘exclusive’ focus. It must be hoped that it 
will inspire others to look more critically at the subject, and 
interrogate the qualities of architectural, landscape and course 
design more rigorously, as applied to this unique building 
type. We can then begin to celebrate, in all sizes of clubhouse, 
the unique opportunity that each project presents. One 
commentator has written, ‘There is no type of building more 
adaptable to beautiful and good forms than our modern club 
house, and it is gratifying to note that the public is grasping 
this idea more and more each year, and is expecting of the 
professional not only a practical and workable club house 
but one possessing real architectural and artistic value.’ That 
commentator was Clifford Wendehack, in 1929. We still have 
some way to go.

Mungo Park
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Cottesloe Golf Club
A Centenary History
by
Graham McEachran and Phil Ryan

This book on Cottesloe GC, near Fremantle, Western Australia, 
must be one of the most comprehensive club histories ever 
produced. It covers all the familiar themes of the genre: foun-
dation, consolidation, wartime deprivation, playing strength, 
women, juniors, and course development and migration – all 
these and more.  The authors give extensive background to 
many of them, including early Scottish history of golf and a 
comprehensive summary of golf architecture philosophies that 
could have formed a respectable monograph in its own right. 
BGCS members in both Australia and the UK are credited in a 
lengthy Acknowledgments section.

Links with the old country are celebrated. The Fremantle, 
Cottesloe and Swanbourne ports of Western Australia are all 
named after the sea captain who claimed the area for the British 
Crown, whose father was later enobled as Lord Cottesloe. The 
Fifth Baron is an honoured Patron of the Club.  St Andreans 
familiar to readers of TTG played important early roles: Peter 
Anderson, the 1893 Amateur champion, was an early captain, 
champion and mentor to generations of players; David 
Anderson, grandson of Auld Da’ and son of Jamie, was the 
first professional and designer of the Club’s second, and cur-
rent, course at Swanbourne. Elsewhere, we encounter Arthur 
Oliphant, and home-bred stars Claude Felstead, Clyde Pearce 
and Dan Cullen. 

Throughout the history, we read about important members 
– anecdote as well as fact. This gives as complete a picture of the 
character of a club as your reviewer has ever encountered. It is 
illustrated throughout with a full set of photographs, drawings 
and charts from what has clearly been a comprehensive trawl 
through a big archive. 

The history is contained in a whopping 862 pages, nicely 
designed and produced in hard covers and dustwrapper. It is 
available for Aus$95 plus $15 p&p. Check mailing costs outside 
Australia on enquiries@cottesloegc.com Telephone number is  
(00) 61 8 9384 3222. A monumental tome.

John Pearson

Ladies Golf Union. The book relates well, the pioneering works 
undertaken by the LGU at the end of the nineteenth century, in 
establishing the principles of universal handicapping, arrang-
ing a national championship, and in organising structured 
matchplay between devolved associations, which they originally 
termed ‘county clubs’. It is clear from this account that the proc-
ess was not as smooth as some accounts imply. 

Hampshire Ladies, like their male counterparts, were enthu-
siastic participants in the early county movement. Their first win 
in the county finals was delayed for 92 years until their success at 
Huddersfield GC inspired long-overdue celebrations. 

This is a well-written, comprehensive account using exten-
sive sources, which acts as a good example of how to produce 
a regional history. It is self-published (by ‘Hampshire Rose 
Books’), well-made in 206 pages, case bound with illustrated 
dust-wrapper and profusely illustrated with many contemporary 
illustrations and photographs. The book is available from one of 
the authors, Elizabeth Borrow, Tipperton Ride, Rectory Lane, 
Meonstoke, Southampton SO32 3NF (email address lizborrow@
btinternet.com) for a donation of £8 inc p&p. Cheques should 
be made out to Elizabeth Borrow. All proceeds will go to the 
County Juniors development fund. 

John Pearson  

Serendipity of Early Golf
by
Robin Bargmann

When in the future someone looks at the legacy left behind 
by this generation of members of the British Golf Collectors’ 
Society and the European Association of Golf Historians and 
Collectors to the literary world they will immediately select 
this book as one of the best. Serendipity of Early Golf is one 
of the best golf history books I have had the pleasure to read. 
Robin has researched extensively, as evidenced by the exten-
sive bibliography to find all the most interesting facts which 
are presented. The book is of the highest order when it comes 
to its printing and production. As an example of the detail of 
presentation the two bookmarks are in the colours of Kennemer 
Golf and Country Club. The quality and abundance of the great 
illustrations are a real treat to see.  

The book was published to coincide with the Centenary 
of Kennemer Golf and Country Club, where the EAGHC was 
privileged to hold their Annual Meeting last October. Robin 
gave a talk on the history of Kennemer, but this book is much, 
much more than this. The first chapter deals with all the early 
stick and ball games, including golf, colf, pell mell and crosse. 
Each sport is examined looking at its early origins and its 
present situation. This is followed by a look at the development 
of The Goff in Scotland and at Bruntsfield in particular, and 
this chapter concludes with the three cantos of The Goff  by 
Thomas Mathison. Golf historians will be familiar with the great 
oil paintings by artists such as Hendrick Averkamp of colf being 

One Hundred Years of Hampshire Ladies’ Golf
by
Elizabeth Borrow, Valerie Day and Elizabeth 
Raybould

This centenary history of the Hampshire Ladies’ Golf was 
originally published by the Hampshire Association in 2000, 
but was not reviewed in TTG and may have escaped the notice 
of BGCS members.

The Association was one of the first to be formed after the 
initiative of Issette Pearson and Mabel Stringer, of the youthful 
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played on the frozen rivers and canals. Chapter three, entitled 
Dutch Masters, contains many of these paintings but also many 
more. One would not need to be a golfer to enjoy this part of the 
book. The game of colf is dealt with comprehensively in Chapter 
Four. The next chapter explains the progress of stick and ball 
games from caets to kolf, an indoor game. Obviously there are 
many similarities between the Scottish game of golf and these 
other Low Countries games. This is clear when Robin examines 
in detail the balls and clubs used in these different sports.

Scotland’s Game is the title of the next chapter and how well 
the author describes the origins and expansion of this game 
into the rest of Europe and also into America.. The expansion 
into The Netherlands at the latter part of the nineteenth century 
is the next chapter. From this point it is a natural progression 
to the centenary of Kennemer Golf and Country Club, where 
Robin has been a member since the early 1960s. While Robin 
has written numerous articles for golfing magazines this is his 
first book. All I can say is that it is likely to be his last, because the 
standard he has set himself is going to be extremely difficult to 
match. Do not miss out in obtaining this book. It truly is a gem 
and can be obtained from Kennemer Golf and Country Club, 
Kennemerweg 78-80, 2042XT Zandvoort, The Netherlands. 
Cost is €35 plus postage.

John Hanna

Croham Hurst
The Club, the Course and the Members, 1911 - 2011
by 
Michael Dove

When playing Croham Hurst, it is hard to imagine that you are 
within a mile or so of the centre of Croydon. I know – I lived 
very close to the Club, until my recent move, and can vouch for 
the peace and seclusion of this southern part of the town. The 
course is leased from the immensely rich and powerful Whitgift 
Foundation but, very fortunately, the Club was allowed to buy 
the freehold of the land upon which the Clubhouse stands.

Braid laid out the course but his initial plans were ‘not con-
sidered satisfactory and a Mr HJ Colt (sic) was asked to quote for 
possible attendance and advice. He wanted ten guineas to attend 
and a further eight guineas for each visit so they decided against 
him.’ More land was acquired, indeed, they finished up with a 
nine-hole ladies course (now built over and also housing the 
Old Whitgiftian Sports ground) as well as the full eighteen with 
Braid’s plans prevailing. Importantly, this was the first time one 
Frederick G Hawtree burst upon the golf course construction 
scene. He was secretary of the trade association representing 
green keepers and course designers and was engaged for one 
whole day a week and two half days, to oversee the construction 
of the course. Of course he subsequently joined JH Taylor in a 
successful business partnership. 

This excellent golf club history, therefore, reminds us that 
not only is this very agreeable club in Surrey celebrating its 

centenary in 2011 but also that the Hawtree dynasty of golf course 
architects is celebrating the same important milestone.  Whilst 
Croham Hurst will not be offended by my pointing out that 
they are not the first club to be celebrating such an anniversary, 
it is of great interest that the firm which was employed to follow 
Braid’s instructions to lay out their course is the first such firm 
to celebrate its centenary –  congratulations to BGCS Member 
Martin Hawtree for carrying on such a wonderful tradition. 

The author, ex-Sunday Express journalist Michael Dove, 
has done a splendid professional job in putting together such 
a comprehensive and attractively-presented history of his golf 
club.  He has chosen to deal with the development of the Club 
in chronological order through his first (front) nine chapters 
from a Committee of Gentleman to More Changes and then the 
following (back) nine he deals with the people from Captains 
and Characters to Sections and Societies.  These include Some 
Professionals which includes the story of Croham Hurst’s most 
famous personality – Harry Weetman. It recalls his record round 
of 58 – sixteen under the Bogey of 74 and played in the middle 
of winter, in January 1956. Our author points out that, as far as 
Weetman is concerned, the Club suffers from ‘breath-taking 
modesty’. Only this score card and ‘one club mounted in the cor-
ridor was the only indication that Weetman was ever with us’.  
He, quite rightly, feels that the Club should have made more of 
its association with this famous Ryder Cup player and quotes Sir 
Adrian Boult who once told a trembling self-effacing orchestra 
member, ‘You have a trumpet: for heaven’s sake blow it’. 

Apparently I told him, in what he describes in his preface, 
as my ‘best headmaster fashion’ (has he really got the right 
person?) that ‘every club has a history: it is just a matter of 
finding it’. Well, he has certainly done that brilliantly well made 
even more difficult by an almost complete absence of written 
records – just one minute book ending in the summer of 1912.
It is also nice to see Michael giving great credit to what he calls 
‘a delightful sub-stratum which exists all over the UK. This is 
the world of the collectors of golf club records and history’. 
Although not accustomed to being referred to as a ‘sub-stratum’, 
I think it’s reasonable to think that he’s referring to the BGCS.
He concludes by giving special thanks for the great assistance 
given by senior BGCS member Donald Holmes.

Reading this makes one think that, over the last 24 years, 
since the formation of the BGCS and at a time when so many 
clubs have been celebrating their centenaries, we must have, 
collectively, contributed to the publication of so many club 
histories, thereby preserving that history for future generations. 
Something of which, perhaps, we can be proud. 

I can thoroughly recommend this fine large format book in 
full colour throughout with 200 pages and an attractive dust 
jacket. It has been published by Phillimore & Co Ltd, the well- 
known local history publishers, for Croham Hurst Golf Club.  
Copies can be acquired from The Secretary, Croham Hurst  GC, 
Croham Road, S Croydon, Surrey, CR2 7HJ) upon receipt of 
£12.50 to include postage. Surely, the bargain of the year.

Philip Truett  


